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A Q&A interview
with one of our
contest winners
The BG News drew
Zachary Clouse's name
and now he tells us the
exciting details about his
life | Page 3

Government
officials slash
testimonies
A report on global warming and its effects was
cut from 14 to 6 pages,
causing concerns about
accuracy | Page 8
Story by Ella Fowler | Illustrations by Geneva Hodgson

More guns could
save our lives
Campus police can't
protect us 100 percent
of the time. Sean Martin
proposes a new way to
take control of our own
safety | Page 4

More remarks on
"Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day"
Two guest columnists
discuss their reasons
for why the College
Republicans should and
should not say they're
sorry | Page 5

Ahmadinejad
could gain more
power

Stressin' the
small stuff
Everyday occurrences cause
anxiety in the lives of students
ACHANACHA
FINDINGS

2006-2007

The riding Falcons gave

BGSU studenls
reported the following
(actors affected their
individual
academic perfomance
(i.e. received an
incomplete, dropped
a course, received a
lower grade in a class,
or on an important
project) within the last
12 months:

a good show at Miami.-

27.8% Stress

With the resignation of
top nuclear negotiator,
the Iranian president
takes on new
responsibilities | Page 7

BG equestrian
team rides well

bringing in several

22.4% Sleep
Difficulties

individual ribbons

|Pag«9
Falcons lose to
Notre Dame
The Irish moved

19.1% Cold/Flu/Sore
Throat
lb.4-^ Concern for a
troubled friend or
family member

in slowly, building
momentum against BG
for an eventual 4-2 win

14.9% Relationship
Difficulties
13.9% Alcohol Use
12.6% Internet Use/
Computer Games
TU.l/XI Depression/
anxiety disorder/
seasonal affective
disorder

The number one factor affecting the academic performance
of University students last school
year was stress, according to
the American College Health
Association National College Health
Assessment (ACHA-NACHA).
The study's findings show 27.8
percent of students are in fact
stressed.
Sleep difficulties, illnesses and
concern for troubled friends or
family members followed stress as
the top causes affecting students in
the classroom.
But Dr. Glenn Egelman, director of the student health center,
said these causes are all related to
stress.
"These are the number one issues
having an impact on BGSU students," he said. "It is important to
learn about stress management."
College students and stress are
two things that goes hand-in-hand,
but it is important to understand
stress can lead to health-related
problems.
"The exact biochemical processes that happen are still not fully
clear, but we know that stress... has
a very real, very tangible result on
the human body," Egelman said.
"An increase in stress does lead to
a suppression in your immune sys-

DEPRESSION: Stress can lead
to depression and physical illness
due to imbalances of chemicals in
the body.

RELAXATION: A good way
to de-stress is to do physical
excercise, read, listen to mustc or
meditate.

Dealing with fire destruction
WILDFIRES SPREAD IN CALIFORNIA: A Placet Hills firefighter puls water on a home
engulfed in flames m the Del Dios neighborhood of Escondido, Calif, yesterday. Check out
page 8 to read the full story behind the photo.

Author
speaks on
women's
issues

Delay in
missile
defense
system

By Matt Liaise

By Robert Burns

Reporter

The Associated Press

During college, women often find
themselves facing new health
issues — ranging from the use of
new prescription drugs to having
a child.
Last night ludy Norsigian, coauthor of the liook, "Our Bodies,
Ourselves" spoke to a room of
around 25 students at the Gish
Film Theater about some of the
most common issues that confront women in college.
The event was sponsored by the
University's NARAI. Pro-Choice
Organization. Kristin McCormick.
president of the pro-choice organization and member Amanda
Monyak organized the event,
inviting Norsigian to talk about
issues attached to women's health
and the ways that the media negatively portrays them.
McCormic and Monyak both
told students how Norsigian's
book impacted their lives.

PRAGUE, Czech Republic
— The Bush administration
has told Moscow it may delay
activation of a proposed U.S.
missile defense system in
Europe until it has "definitive
proof" that Iran poses a missile threat. Defense Secretary
Robert Gates said yesterday.
A senior Russian official
repeated the Kremlin view that
the U.S. misreads Iran's missile
potential. And in Washington,
President Bush asserted that
a U.S.-linked missile defense
System is urgently needed in
Europe, illustrating the depth
of the divide between former
Cold War adversaries.
"We need to take it seriously
— now." Bush said of the possibility Iran will gain the ability
to attack Europe.
Bush said intelligence estimates show Iran could have

See STRESS | Page 2
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A long struggle for equal gender rights
One woman takes a stand against gender
biases still present in modern-day society
By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

SUE ELLEN MCCOMAS
Doctoral Student
Communication Studies

Guys have breasts too, and if
they are allowed to show them,
so should women.
At least that's what a recent
University graduate has been
trying to prove through topless
escapades and legal action.
In September 2005, Lorien
Bourne, 35, now a University
graduate, was cited with disor-

"I lift weights three times
a week."

| Page 4
-*•.

derly conduct for hosting a topless picnic at City Park in protest of an indecent conduct and
exposure charge she received
two rrjonths prior for roller blading topless down the Slippery
Elm bike trail. Last month
Bourne appealed her City Park
citation to the Sixth District
Court of Appeals in Toledo on
the grounds that a sexist double
standard exists.
Bourne said she hopes her

case will set some sort of precedent that sexual double standards are wrong, and that there
be one coherent law that applies
to both men and women.
City Prosecuting Attorney
Matthew Reger said Bourne was
cited on solid legal ground and
her actions caused an inconvenience, annoyance or an alarm
to the families in the park.
"In society we have found a
difference between a woman
being topless and a man being
topless," Reger said. "And society
has defined that it is offensive.
There are differences in men
and women in the physique and

the state has the authority to
monitor displays that they deem
offensive."
But Bourne disagrees with
society's norms and believes
male breasts should be considered just as offensive as female
breasts.
"I know lotsof females and gay
males that think Imale breasts!
are so sexy, just like females,
it's just absolutely ridiculous,"
Bourne said. "Males and females
both have breast tissues, women

Sept. 12. 2007
Bournes City Park case was heard at
the Sixth District Court of Appeals in
Toledo. 'I'm fighting a 125 disorderly
conduct charge for $250." Bourne
said.Student Legal Services attorney
Rodney Fleming, who represents
Bourne, said he argued that Bourne's
constitutional rights were violated
and there exists a legal double standard because the law doesn't apply
to both men and women.

Wh.it Next?
Flemming said he is still waiting for
the results of appeals case and that it
could take another few months.
If the case is not overturned. Bourne
said she plans on taking it to the
Ohio Supreme court but said it will
be interesting trying to raise funds in
Oregon, where she now resides.

See GENDER | Page 2

PROTEST TIMELINE
TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 59. Low: 40

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 62. Low: 51

k

July 12, 2005
Bourne saw two men walking shirtless down the Slippery Elm bike
path. She said she got upset because
these men had breasts larger than
hers and they were allowed to beat
the heat by taking off their tops.
"I asked them if it was topless day on
the trail today and they said it was."
Bourne said. "And basically I took off
my shirt and walked down the trail
for 20 minutes.

July 14. 2005
Bourne was cited with disorderly
conduct, public indecency and
indecent conduct and exposure.
Indecent conduct and exposure was
the only charge that stuck, resulting
in $110 in fines and court costs.
After doing some research. Bourne
said she learned that according to
Wood County Park District rules,
every man over the age of 12 must
wear a shirt and that her 4th and

14th amendment rights where violated, which means if she was cited the
topless men should have been also.
Stpt. 16. 2005
In protest. Bourne organized a topless picnic at the Bowling Green
City Park. More than 10 people,
male and female, formed "The Titty
Committee." Five of the members
went topless. Bourne and two others
were cited for disorderly conduct.
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McCormik said when she first
picked up the hook, she thought
it was nothing more than the
hook all of her professors in the
Women's Studies Department
were talking about. Hut reading
it was a life-changing experience
for her.
As Norsigian took over the
podium, she began her speech by

discussing the future of the hook,
announcing a new book that will
be released in March, dealing
with pregnancy and birth.
She said she's also embraced
the Internet to share information
with
women,
"We see people are looking
to the Internet for information,
especially for women's health,"
Norsigian explained while she
told the audience about the
book's blog, cleverly named "Our
llodies, Our Blog."
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the ability to strike the United
States and many European
allies by 2015. The Americans
say the Russian estimate is
2015 to 2020.
Russia has long opposed U.S.
missile defenses, which currently are limited to a fledgling
system based mainly in Alaska,
California and Colorado, on
grounds that it might undermine the deterrent value of its
nuclear arsenal.
More broadly. Moscow worries at steps toward closer U.S.liuropean security ties.
As for the proposal Gates
described yesterday, the
Russians have expressed interest but not agreement.
At a news conference after
inciting with Czech Prime
Minister Mirek Topolanek,
Gates said the U.S. would
proceed with current plans to
build a missile interceptor base
in Poland and an associated
radar in the Czech Republic,
but it might be willing to wait
before putting them in working order.
The Bush administration has
been negotiating with Prague
and Warsaw over terms of
basing.
The Russians have pressed
the U.S. to freeze the negotiations, but Gates insisted that
won't happen.
"We have not fully developed
this proposal, but the idea was
we would go forward with the
negotiations, we would complete the negotiations, we
would develop the sites, build
the sites, but perhaps delay
activating them until there was
concrete proof of the threat
from Iran," the defense chief
said.

tern.
Stress and depression are also
connected.
"The connection Ibetween
stress and depressionl is how
the mind and body and emotions respond to stress," said Dr.
Claudia Clark, a psychologist at
the counseling center. "What
happens is our body responds |to
stress) by sending out honnones
to deal with the stress and when
that happens it puts our body
totally out of its normal functioning and can make people physically ill. Depression is caused by
a very complicated relationship
among the different chemicals in
our bodies and if we throw these
chemicals out of whack, depression can be one of the ways dial
it shows itself and anxiety is the
other."
Because stress can have so
many detrimental effects on people, it's important to learn how
to cope with it now before it can
cause long term problems.
"If you develop healthy habits
now then it will have a healthy
clfei't on your life," he said. "If
people develop bad habits now
then it can be a problem on your
health later on."
Though stress is often harmful,
it can also be beneficial in some
circumstances.
" Let me be really dear here that
stress is normal," said Clark. "It
helps us feel motivated and helps
us do things."
Clark said being really happy is
stressful, getting married is stressful, getting a new job or a promotion is stressful, but what causes
us to be stressed out is when
anything outside of the ordinary
causes extra stress in addition to
the everyday life.
(.earning how to manage stress

Norsigan also covered issues
including childbirth, tobacco
use, prescription drugs, various vaccines and the controversies that come with cosmetic
surgery.
Norsigian said cosmetic surgery has become an important of
women's health. Norsigian said
many women who decided to
have cosmetic surgery end up
regretting it later. In the year
2006, Norsigan said, 329,396
women got breast augmentations

and 40 percent of patients believe
they should not have been so fast
into surgery.
Norsigian also shared that students are always most interested
in the topics of reproduction and
new controversies such as HI'V
vaccines and egg donations.
"It's really important to be
aware of woman's issues, and
for women and men to educate
themselves on the subject." said
Brittany Anne Boulton, treasurer of University's NARAI, Pro-

Choice Organization.
Norsigian has been visiting
campuses for many years, and
acknowledges BGSU for inviting
her.
"We arc a nonprofit organization with a mission. We have a
great circle of researchers and
we are just the vehicle to get it to
the public," Norsigian explained
when asked why she gives these
speeches at college campuses.
"We don't go to the colleges, the
colleges come to us."

"A little bit of stress can get you revved up

GENDER

and get you productive and then you hit a
point and you plummet. It is a much faster
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slope going down then going up."
Glenn Egeiman | Director of the Student Health Center
and how to stay at the peak of
good stress is essential.
"A little bit of stress can get you
revved up and get you productive and then you hit a point and
you plummet," Kgelman said.
"It is a much faster slope down
then going up. But there is this
point were you have the optimal amount of stress to get the
benefits. To get this stress time
management is really key. Plan
ahead and take the time to do
things for you."
But college students often get
in way over their heads and need
to find ways de-stress.
"My approach to students who
arc dealing with stress is by taking what is called a multi-mogul
approach," Clark said, "which
means recommending activities
or ways of thinking that will help
them feel empowered, help them
feel like there is something they
can do, not only about the stress
but about whatever is causing the
stress."
One way to feel empowered,
Clark said, is by getting involved
with physical activity. Students
can do this by doing moderate
continuous exercise for 30 minutes, five daw a week, she said.
It is also important to monitor
what kinds of food are consumed.
Certain foods and drinks can
cause more stress and Clark said
caffeine is one of those drinks.
According to Clark, there are
many different activities students
can do to help Uiemselves destress including: reading, listening to music, painting, drawing.

getting involved with one's religion, meditation, exercise and
crying.
"Crying is one of the things I
suggest," Clark said. "Put on some
sad music and cry. What crying
will do will wash the bi-products
of stress toxins out of the body.
Now the problem is if we cry and
we don't feel better afterwards it
is a sign of something bigger like
depression."
Nicole Krueger. a freshmen,
said to help her de-stress she likes
to write her feelings down for the
day.
"It helps me because it gives
me a way to let go of it Istressl for
that day," she said. "I am getting
it out of my head by writing it
down."
Knieger said she would write
just like she would in a journal,
but she never saves what she
writes down.
Other students, like U'Anna
Pickerel, find exercising at the
student recreational center is a
great way to relieve stress.
"I like to go to the Rec. center
... because it gives me time to
focus on things besides school,"
Pickerel said.
In fact, according to Clark and
Egeiman. it is important to take
time out of the day to spend
alone.
"What happens is if we don't
take care of ourselves we become
less efficient when we are working," Clark said. "We can actually
get more clone when we are wellrested, well-exercised and wellfed. We function better."

just have more. They both have
nipples, they both arc erogenous
zones. Men and women's nipples
both get hard, both arc erogenous
zones, both are attractive."
Bourne also feels she was a victim of selective enforcement of
the law and pointed out "Girls
Gone Wild" as an example.
"Do you remember when "Girls
Gone Wild" came to BG? It's OK
for the benefit of men for women
to lie sexualized like that but a girl
can't walk down the trail topless
because it's hot out," Bourne said.
"As long as it's for the pleasure
of men. it's OK for women to go
topless."
Bourne's attorney, Rodney
lleming, managing attorney at
Student l£gal Services, said it is
Bourne's first amendment right
to express displeasure of unequal
rights between men and women.
"Lorien isn't just opening a way
for women to go topless. If you
narrow it to that you're missing
the point she's trying to accomplish here," lleming said. "It's bigger than that; why are women in
our society treated as second class
citizens and looked at as sexual
objects constantly in our society?"
Though she acknowledged
being topless in the presence of
families during the picnic, Bonnie
doesn't believe her actions caused
any harm to the children.
. Instead, she thinks it may have
helped them.
"I think it doesn't do damage to
the kids. 1 think it's social brainwashing that little girls learn that
their bodies are bad. If they constantly see women covering up,
it's like little girls are going to be
ashamed of their IMKIV," Bourne
said. "I think 1 did the kids a favor.
As far as the City Park goes, it was
the adults that had the problem."

BLOTTER
SUNDAY
1:27 P.M.
Overnight someone broke two
windows of a garage on East
Wooster Street.

MONDAY
9:24 A.M.
A student was taken to the
Wood County Hospital after
having a seizure in the Math
Science Building.
3:09 P.M.
Howard Wilfred Johnston. 48.
of Bowling Green, was cited in
City Lot 1 for having an open
container of alcohol in public.
3:10 P.M.
A Third Street resident reports
someone broke into her apartment. She came home to find
the patio door open and she's
certain she locked it the night
before when she left. Nothing
was missing from inside the
apartment.

3:54 P.M.
An RA told campus police he
smelled marijuana on the
second floor of Kohl. It turned
out to be burnt chicken.
6:03 P.M.
Campus police were unable to
locate a woman who became
angry and began throwing
chairs in the Union. According
to witnesses in the Black
Swamp Pub. the woman had
been in the bar earlier and
refused to pay for a drink she
insisted had already been paid
for. The woman left without
paying. She then returned
and the bartender refused to
serve her another drink. At that
point the women, described
as a 5 foot 7 inch black female,
accused the bartender of
being prejudiced and stormed
off toward the Falcons Nest
were witnesses said she began
throwing the chairs.
7:11 P.M.
Howard Wilfred Johnston. 48.
of Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct as he was
unable to care for himself after
police found him stumbling

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for
the complete blotter list

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS

Jacqueline Leclair, oboe
Bryan Recital Hall - Moore
Musical Arts Center

Some ewjnts taken from pvenii bgsuedu

6-8 p.m.
WBGU presents 'Four-Eyed
Monsters'

8-Hpm
Greek Affairs; Don't
Forget the Lyrics

Union Theater

101 Olscamp

8a.m.-11p.m
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room

Wednesdays in the Pub:
HalloWednesday

204 Olscamp

Black Swamp Pub

8a.m
The Chronology of Human
Relationships
130 and 131 Union ■ Gallery Space

9a.m. -5p.m.
Diane Pribojan-RabakPaintings
The Little Gallery

American Marketing
Association General
Meeting
BA1O07

FYSS-The Alphabet
Soup
307 Union

SAGA Glass Sale
Union Mall Table Space

9p.m.
Greek Judicial Board
Hearings
306 Union

FYSS-Freshman 15
318 Union

Kohl Hall Council
Anger Management
Workshop
McDonald 1st East Lounge

6-9p.m.
All Greek Study Tables

206 Olscamp

Ben Amirault
U WIRE

316 Union

Common Reading Author
Visits BGSU
Union Ballroom

GRE Program
Delta Gamma House

Faculty Artist Series:

Name: Zachary Clouse
Vear: Sophomore
Age: 13
Majoi Sports Management
Hometown: Springboro. ()hio
Q: Why did you choose your
major?
A: I wasn't very good at anything else, so I figured a career
in sports was pretty much the
easiest thing for me.
Q: What do you want to accomplish in your field?
A: Hopefully becoming an athletic director at a high school,
Q: How do you Vend your time
outside of school?
A: Well, right now I work for the
Bengals; I do security. Other that
that I work for the sports radio
program here.
Q: If you could be any animal,
what won Id you be?
A: Well, it'd have to be between
a zebra and a giraffe because
they're both kind of goofy looking and I kind of enjoy being

At this year's Campus Fest, students could enter
our drawing to be featured in The BG News.
Q: If you could meet any celebrity, who would it be?
A: I like Jim Carey. I'd just like to
figure out where he got all of his
humor from other than personal
experience.
Q: If you could travel anywhere,
where would you go?
A: Somewhere in Europe. I've
always wanted to go there, it
seems like there's a lot of nice
scenery there.
Q: What's your favorite movie?
A: I have a lot of favorite movies,
but I guess my favorite movie of
all time would have to be "The
Replacements" with Keanu
Heeves and Gene Hackman.
Qi What is your favorite musical
group or artist?
A: Right now it's Craig Morgan...
I'm mostly into country.

cheap considering that earlier this month a jury ordered
Minnesota resident Jamie
Thomas to pay $220,000 in
damages to the RIAA for illegally sharing 24 files. Instead
of paying 99 cents on iTunes,
Thomas was ordered to pay
S9.250 for each song.
"Regardless of your philosophical beliefs on the subject,
the reality is people arc getting nailed," said Doug Green,
manager of network services
and security at UNH.
Because he is in charge of
See RIAA | Page 7

See ANTIOCH | Page 7

Q: What's your favorite memory at BGSU?
At Probably orientation when I
was cracking jokes at the guest
teacher that came in.
Q: What campus organizations
are you involved in?
A: Bowling Green Radio
Sports Organization and Sport
Management Alumni.

AJ

Q: What's your favorite TV
show?
A: It's got to be down the middle
between "The Simpsons" and
"The Family Guy."

Q: What's the weirdest thing
you've ever seen or done in
Bowling Green?
A: When the intramural field
flooded I decided to go out and
run in the giant puddles.

DURHAM, N.H. — Last
Thursday, 30 University of New
Hampshire students received
notice that the Recording
Industry Association
of
America plans to file legal
action against them because
the students Illegally shared
copyrighted material over
peer-to-peer networks
The 30 IIMI students are
among III from 19 higher -education institutions nationwide

that were targeted in the newesi
wave (it the RIAA's campaign

Regardless of your philosophical beliefs
on the subject, the reality is that people are
gettting nailed."
Doug Green | Manager of Network Services and Security

against online music theft. The
campaign specifically targets
college campuses, which are
considered by the organization
to he the worst offenders of
COD) right infringement.
The pie litigation letter notifies the recipient before charges are filed in order to give the
accused an opportunity to
"settle these claims as early as
possible." I heiecipientisgiven

20 calendar days to resolve the
claim by paying a fee of S3.000
and thus avoiding federal
court, where the minimum
fine is S750 for each copyright
recording infringement. The
recipient can call a phone
number or to go to p2plawsuit.
com where they can pay the fee
over the internet. They accept
all major credit cards.
That may seem steep, but it's

The Associated Press

YELLOW SPRINGS, Ohio Hanging by a chain from the
ceiling in the main hallway of
Antioch Hall is a black sign that
reads: "Office of Transition."
The placard points Antioch
Collegestudentstotheplacethat
can help them transfer from the
private liberal arts college that
is known for its social activism
and creative approach to education and is now on the brink of
shutting its doors because of a
funding crisis.
The administration's plan to
temporarily close the school
has rallied alumni to help raise
money. So far, t hey have received
cash or pledges worth about S15
million.
"This is the only chance we'll
ever have because if we blow
this, it's gone," said Rick Daily,
executive director and treasurer of the Antioch alumni
association.
School officials announced
this summer that because of
declining enrollments, heavy
dependence on tuition and a
small endowment, Antioch will
close after the spring term, reorganize and reopen in 2012. They
have not said how much money
they needed to raise.
The college, founded in 1852;
is the flagship for Antioch
University, which has five other
campuses in Ohio and on the
East and West coasts.
"Our financial situation hasn't
changed since the lune meeting," Toni Murdock, chancellor of Antioch University, said
Friday. "The financial situation
was extremely severe regarding our cash flow to the point
that the entire university was in
jeopardy."
Murdock believes the alum
ni must have a plan to sustain
Antioch College for the next
three years.
Antioch, which costs S36.00O
a year to attend, has an SIB mil-

Qi What's a funny fact about
you?
A: Right now it's kind of sweeping across Rodgers but soon it
will sweep across campus. It's a
phrase that goes "It's so Clouse."
It's just kind of stuff that 1 do.

Q: Why did you come to BGSU?
A: I came here because it was
supposed to be one of the top
five or top 10 for sports management in the country.

Q: What's your favorite book?
"If You Give a Mouse a
(bokie"

By James Hannah

Q: What's your favorite sport?
A: Easy, that one's football.

Students caught downloading penalized

314 Union

Student Affairs Dinners

i

Zachary
Clouse
First student
in a series
of contest winners

goofy.

7th Floor Jerome Library

Antioch
College
might close

Q&A with a contest winner

007 Kohl Hall

9:15-10p.m
Students for Organ
Donation

How To Workshop: Sign
Language

Wednesday. October 24.2007 3

Spring^
RegistratiMj
^,.
.„,.,..
Registration ■begins
for:

2008

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors

October 22
October 24
October 30
November 6
November 14
November 20
November 29

Prochmon
M cblll llcll

Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advisng and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.edlJ
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline 419-372-4444
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\U c ormik said when she first
picked up ihe hunk, she thought
it was nothing more than the
book all "t her professors in the
Women's Studies Department
were talking about. Km reading
it was ,i life-changing experience
tor her.
\s Norsigian took over the
podium, she began het speech bj

disi ussing the future of the book,
announcinga new book thai will
be released In March, dealing
with pregnancy and birth,
She said she's also embraced
the Internet to share information
with
women,
'We see people are looking
tn the Internet tot information,
especial!) fot women's health."
Norsigian explained while she
told the audience about the
In N ik s hli >g. cleverly named "t hit
111 idles. (tin lilog."
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States and many European
allies In ..'ill",. Ihe \mein .insa\ the Russian estimate is
2015 to 2020.
Russia haslongopposed U.S.
missile defenses, which currend) are limited to a fledgling
-\siciii based mainl) in Maska,
( alifornia and Colorado, mi
grounds that it might undermine the deterrent value ol iis
nucleai arsenal.
More broadly, Moscow wot
ties at steps toward closer U.S.European security ties.
\s tin the proposal dales
described
yesterday,
ihe
Russians have expressed interest but not agreement.
\i a news conference after
meeting with ( zech Prime
Ministei \liici lopolanek.
I ..ill's said Ihe U.S. WOUld
proceed with current plans to
build a missile interceptor base
in Poland and an associated
radar in ihe Czech Republic,
but it might be willing to wait
before putting them in work
ing order.
rhe Bush administration has
been negotiating with Prague
and Warsaw over terms of
basing.
lire Russians have pressed
ihe u.s. in freeze ihe negotiations, bui Gates insisted that
won't happen.
"We have not full) developed
:lii-s proposal, but Ihe idea was
ive would go forward with the
negotiations, we would com
plete the negotiations, we
IVOUld develop the sites, build
'be sites, bin perhaps dela)
activating them until there was
concrete prool ol tlie threat
hum Iran.' ihe defense chief
said.

From I

tern.
sness .in,! depression are also
connected.
Ihe connection Ibetween
stress and depression| is how
ihe mind and bod) and emotions respond In stress." said I'r.
Claudia Clark, a psychologist at
Ihe counseling center. "What
happens is our body responds |to
stress i« sending out hormones
to deal with the siress and when
that happens it puts our bod)
totally out ol its normal function
ing and can make people physical!) ill. Depression is caused In
a very complicated relationship
among ihe different chemicals in
mir In lilies and ii we throw these
chemicals out ol whack, depression can lie one of the ways dial
it shows itself and anxiety is the
other."
because stress can have so
mam detrimental effects on people, it's Important to learn how
io cope with it now before ii can
cause long term problems,
II Miu develop healthy habits
now then it will have a healthy
effect on your life." he said. "If
people develop had habits now
then il can be a problem on youi
health later on."
I hough stress is often harmful,
ii can also he beneficial in some
circumstances.
I ei mebereall) clear here that
siiess is normal," said (lark. "It
helps IIS leel motivated and helps
us do things."
i lark said being reall) happy is
stressful, getting married is stressful, getting a new job or a promo
lion is siiesslul. Inn what causes
us io be stressed mil is when
anything outside ol the ordinary
causes extra siiess in addition to
the everyday life
I earning how to manage stress

Nnrsigan also covered issues
including childbirth, tobacco
use. prescription drugs, various vaccines and the controversies thai come with cosmetic
surgery.
Norsigian said cosmetic surgery has become an important ol
women's health, Norsigian said
main women who decided to
have cosmetic surgery end up
regretting it later. In the year
2006, Norsigan said. 329,396
women got breast augmentations

a nd 40 percent of patients believe
they should not have been so fast
Into surgery
Norsigian also shared that students are always most interested
in the topics of reproduction and
new controversies such as lll'V
vaccines and egg donations.
"It's really important to he
aware of woman's issues, and
for women and men to educate
themselves on the subject." said
Brittany Anne Koulton, treasur
er of University's NARA1. fro-

Choice Organization.
Norsigian has been visiting
campuses for many years, and
acknowledges BCiSU for inviting
her.
We are a nonprofit Organization with a mission. We have a
great circle of researchers and
we are just Ihe vehicle to get it in
the public." Norsigian explained
when asked win she gives these
speeches al college campuses.
"We don'l go to the colleges, ihe
colleges come lo us."

"A little bit of stress can get you revved up

GENDER

and get you productive and then you hit a
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point and you plummet. It is a much faster
slope going down then going up."
and how to stay at the peak of
good stress is essential.
\ little bit of stress can get you
revved up and gei you producli\e and then you hit a point and
you plummet," Egelman said.
"It is a much faster slope down
then going up. Hut there is this
point were you have the optimal amount Of siress to gel the
benefits. Io get this siress lime
management is really key. Plan
ahead and lake ihe time to do
things for you."
Km college students often gel
ill way over their beads and need
to find ways de-stress.
"My approach to students who
are dealing with stress is by taking what is called a multi-mogul
approach,'' Clark said, "which
means recommending activities
or ways of thinking that will help
them leel empowered, help them

leel like there is something they
can do. not only about the stress
but about whatever is causing the
stress
One way lo leel empowered,
(lark said, is by getting involved
with physical activity. Students
can do this by doing moderate
continuous exercise lor 30 minutes, five days a week, she said.
It is also important to monitor
what kinds ol food are consumed.
Certain foods ami drinks can
cause more stress and Clark said
caffeine i-one of those drinks.
According lo Clark, there are
many different activities students
can do to help themselves destress including: reading, listen
ing lo music, painting, drawing.

gelling involved with one's religion, meditation, exercise and
crying.
"Crying is one ol the things I
suggest," Clark said. "Put on si line
sad music and cry, What crying
will do will wash the bi-products
of siress toxins out of the body.
Now thi'problem is if we cry and
we don't feel better afterwards it
is a sign of something biggci like
depression."
Nicole Krueger, a freshmen,
said lo help her de-stress she likes
lo write her feelings down lor the

day
"ll helps me because il gi\es
me a way to let go of it Istressl for
thai day. she said, "I am gelling
it out of my bead by willing it
down."
Krueger said she would write
liisi like she would in a journal,
but she never saves what she
writes down.
Other students, like I eAnna
Pickerel, find exercising at ihe
student recreational centet is a
great wa\ In relieve siress.
I like lo go lo Ihe Rec. center
... because il gives me time to
locus on things besides school."
Pickerel said.
In tact, according io (Dark and
Egelman, it is important to take
time out ol the da) to spend
alone.
"What happens is il we don't
lake care ot ourselves we become
less efficient when we are working," (lark said. "We can actually
get more done when we are wellrested, well-exercised and well
fed. We function better."

jusi have more. I hey both have
nipples, they both are erogenous
/ones. Men and women's nipples
both gel hard, both are erogenous
/ones, both are attractive."
Kounie also feels she was a \ lctim of selective enforcement of
the law and pointed out "Ciirls
Cone Wild" as an example
"Do MIU remember when"(lirls
(,one Wild" came to BG? It's OK
for the benefit of men for women
to be se\uali/ed like that but a girl
can't walk down the trail topless
because it's hot out." Boume said
"As long as its lor ihe pleasure
of men, it's OK lor women In go
lopless.
Bourne's attorney,
Rodne)
Fleming, managing attorney al
Student legal Services, said it is
Bourne's first amendment right
to express displeasure of unequal
rights between men and women.
"lurien isn't just opening a wax
for women to go topless It you
narrow it to that you're missing
the point she's trying to accom
plish here." Fleming said It's big
gei ill.in ih.it: why are women in
mil sodet) treated as second class
citizens and looked ,il as sexual
objects constantly in our society?"
Though she acknowledged
being topless in the presence ol
families during the picnic. Boume
doesn't believe her actions caused
an) harm to ihe children
Instead, she thinks it may have
helped them.
I think it doesnt do damage to
the kids. I think its SOCial hi,nil
washing thai little girls learn tli.it
their bodies are bad. If the) eon
stand) see women covering up.
it's like little gills are e,omg to be

ashamed of their body." Boume
said. "I think I did the kids a favor.
As far as theCit) Park goes, ii was
the adults that had the problem."

BLOTTER
SUNDAY
1:27 P.M.
Overnight someone broke two
windows of a garage on East
Wooster Stieet

MONDAY
924 A.M.
A student was taken to the
Wood County Hospital after
having a seizure in the Math
Science Building.
309 P.M.
Howard Wilfred Johnston. 48.
of Bowling Green, was cited in
City Lot 1 'or having an open
container of alcohol in public
3:10 P.M.
A Third Street resident reports
someone broke into her apartment. She came home to find
the patio door open and she's
certain she locked it the night
before when she left Nothing
-mg from inside the
• ent
3:54 P.M.
An R.A. told campus police he
smelled marijuana on the
■ | or of Kohl Ii turned
beburnl ■ ■■ ken
603 PM
police were unable to
H who became
II d began throwing
'he Union. According
tnesses in the Black
an had
rhe bat earlier and
■
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een paid
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paying
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Jer of
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WWW!-. NEW

GETALIFE

Jacqueline Leclair. oboe
Bryan Recital Hall Moore
Musical Arts Center

WBGU presents Four-Eyed
Monsters'

Greek Affairs; Don't
Forget the Lyrics

Union Theater

101 Olscamp

Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

The Chronology of Human
Relationships
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

Wednesdays in the Pub:
HalloWednesday
Black Swamp Pub
American Marketing
Association General
Meeting
BA1007

Diane Pribojan-RabakPaintings
The Little Gallery

SAGA Glass Sale
Greek Judicial Board
Hearings
306 Union

McDonald 1st East Lounge

All Greek Study Tables

Kohl Hall Council
007 Kohl Hall

Q: Why did you choose your
major?
A: I wasn'l ven good at anything else, so I figured a career
easiest thing for me.
Q: U hat do you want to accomplish in \ our field?
A: Hopefully becoming an athletic director at a high school
Q: How do Miu spend your time
outside of si hoot?
that I work for the sports radio
program here.
Q: II you could he any animal.

At this year's Campus Fest, students could enter
our drawing to be featured in The BG ''Jews.
Q: If you could meet any celebrity, who would it be?
A: I like Jim Carey. I'd just like to
figure out where he got all of his
humor from other than personal
experience.
Q: If you could travel anywhere,
where would you go?
A: Somewhere in Europe. I've
always wanted to go there, it
seems like there's a lot of nice
scenery there.
Q: What's your favorite movie?
A: I have a lot of favorite movies,
hut I guess my favorite movie of
all time would have to be "The
Heplacements" with Keanu
Reeves and Gene Hackman.
Q: What is your favorite musical
group orartist?
A: Right now it's Craig Morgan...
I'm mostly into country.
Q: What's your favorite book?
A: "If You Ciive a Mouse a
(Cookie"

what would you be?
Students for Organ
Donation
206 Olscamp

7th Floor Jerome Library

How To Workshop: Sign
Language

Name: Zachary Clouse

Year: Sophomore
Ages 19
Major: spoils Management
Hometown: Sprin^hoin. Ohio

Bengals; I do security. Other thai

318 Union

Anger Management
Workshop

a

Zachary
Clouse
First student
in a series
of contest winners

A: Well, right now I work lor the

FYSS-Freshman 15

A: Well, it'd have to he between
a zebra and a giraffe because
they're both kind of goofy look
ing and I kind of enjoy being
goofy.

Q: What's your favorite TV
show?
A: It's got to be down the middle
between "The Simpsons" and
Thel-ainilvGuv."

Q: What's your favorite sport?
A: Easy, that one's football.
Q: What's a funny fact about
you?
A: Right now it's kind of sweeping across Rodgers but soon it
will sweep across campus. It's a
phrase that goes "It's so Clouse."
It's just kind of stuff that I do.
Q: What's your favorite memory at BGSU?
A: Probably orientation when I
was cracking jokes at the guest
teacher that came in.
Q: What campus organizations
are you involved in?
A: Bowling Green Radio
Sports Organization and Sport
Management Alumni.

Q: What's the weirdest thing
you've ever seen or done in
Bowling Green?
A: When the intramural field
flooded I decided to go out and
run in the giant puddles.

on the subject, the reality is that people are

Student Affairs Dinners
316 Union

Common Reading Author
Visits BGSU
Union Ballroom

GRE Program
Delta Gamma House

Faculty Artist Series:

DlinilWI. VII.
Last
I hursday. 30 University ol New
I lampshire students received
notice that the Recording
indiMn
\ssociation of
\merica plans to file legal
action against them because
the students illegally shared
copyrighted material over
peel lo peel networks.
I he .;n UNH students are
among III Ironi lOhigher-edu. at ion institutions nationwide
I hat were targeted in the newest
wave ol the RIAA's can

■

against online music theft. I he
campaign -pec ideally targets
college campuses, whi< h are
considered by (he organization
in be the worst offenders ol
copy right infringement.
I lie pre litigation letter notifies the recipient before charg
es are filed in order to give the
accused an opportunity to
"settle these claim- as earl) as
possible. Iherei ipient is given

20 calendar days to resolve the
claim by paying a feeol $3,000
and thus avoiding federal
court, where the minimum
line is $750 for each copy right
recording infringement. The
in ipient can call a phone
number or to go to p2plawsuit.
com where t hey can pay the fee
over the internet. They accept
all major credit cards.
That may seem steep, bin it's

VI I LOW SPRINGS, Ohio Hanging In a chain from the
ceiling in the main hallway ol
Antioch Hall is a black sign thai
reads: llllii eol Iransilion."
I he placard points Anlioch
College students to the place that
can help them transfer from the
private liberal arts college that
is known foi Us social activism
and creative approach to education and is now on the brink ol
shutting ils doors because of a
funding crisis.
The administration's plan to
temporarily close the school
has rallied alumni in help raise

money. So far, they have received
cash or pledges worth about $15
I Ins is the only chance we II
ever have because il we blow
this, it's gone," said Rick Daily.
executive director and nea
surer of the Antioch alumni
association.
School officials announced
ibis summer that because oi
declining enrollments, heavy
dependence on tuition and a
small endowment, Antioch will
close after the spring term, reorganize and reopen in 2012. I he)
nave not -aid how much money

I he college, founded in 1852

cheap considering thai earlier this month a jury ordered
Minnesota resident lamie

rhomas to pay $220,000 in

gettting nailed."

... ) Press

they needed to raise.

314 Union

"Regardless of your philosophical beliefs

ByJ.wnr... H.mn.,1,

million,
Q: Why did you come to BGSU?
A: 1 came here because it was
supposed to be one of the top
five or top 10 for sports management in the country.

Students caught downloading penalized
Ben Amirault

Antioch
College
might close

Q&A with a contest winner

in sports was pretty much the

FYSS-The Alphabet
Soup
307 Union

Union Mall Table Space
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damages to the RIAA for illegally sharing 24 files. Instead
ol paying 99 cents on ITunes,
Ihomas was ordered to pay
$9,250 for each sung.
"Regardless of your philosophical beliefs on the subject,
the reality is people are gelting nailed." said Doug Green,
manager ol network sen ices
and security at UNH.
Because he is in charge of

is the flagship for Anlioch
University, which has live other
campuses in Ohio and on tin
1 asi and West roasts.
"()ur financial situal ion hasn'i
changed since the lune meeting," loni Murdock, chancel
lor ol Anlioch University, said
Friday. "The financial situation
was extremely severe regard
ing our cash flow to the point
that the entire university was in
jeopardy."
Murdock believes the alum
ni must have a plan to sustain
Antioch College for the nexi
three years.
Antioch. which costs $36,000
a yeai in attend, lias an sin mil

RIAA Page7

ANTIOCH Page?

S urm
Registration begins for:

2008

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students

October 22
October 24

Seniors

October 30

Juniors
Sophomores

November 6
November 14

Freshmen

November 20
November 29

Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.edli
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline 419 372-4444

FORUM

"Put on some sad music and cry. What crying will do will wash
the bi-products of stress toxins out of the body." - Dr. Claudia Clark,
psychologist at the counseling center, on dealing with stress [see story, p. 1]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET' How do you cope with stress? [See story, p. 1]
"I listen to really loud

"I run, I exercise

music and scream."

and I have a.strong

"With music!"

I jog.

&

Have your own take on

emotional support

today's People On The

group"

Street? Or a suggestion for

police] cannot be
everywhere at once,
and what are we to
Everyday, whether you know it
or not, the state of Ohio gambles
with your life and the lives of
everyone around you. They
hope nothing bad happens to
you boreal school like getting
beaten, robbed or killed by
others students and residents.
While these are horrific possibilities nobody wants to
experience, the state legislature
has decided only to pass feelgood laws and policies that tell
everyone this is a "weapon-free
/.one." The problem is they don't
understand this is simply asking
for violence to visit us instead of
coming up with real solutions to
a deadly and dangerous issue.
The answers are out there
right in front of us. The state of
Utah allows students to carry
concealed handguns on campus if they pass state licensing
programs. The effect has been
greatly seen: campus crime is
down and nobody has gotten
hurt by those who carry weapons at school. Not everyone is
forced to carry a gun, but you
are allowed the option if you so
wish and all students should
be allowed to decide how they
should provide for their own
personal safety.
Many will claim this is an
irrational stance on the issue
and that the police can handle
the protection of the student
body. 1 am the first to admit our
campus police are great at what
they do; but the problem is they
cannot be everywhere at once,
and what are we to do when

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Stephen Colbert is funny, but
please don't vote for him.
says new columnist Marisha
Pietrowslti.
A column by Grant Pardee.
Subj*ci toeh*ng«

do when they aren't
there to help us?"
they aren't there to help us? The
startling fact is many of you do
not even realize the police are
not legally obligated to personally protect you.
You may ask where this
is stated and I would like to
direct you to the case Warren
v. District of Columbia, where
the DC Appeals Court clearly
stated: "a government and its
agents are under no general
duty to provide public services,
such as police protection, to any
individual citizen."
While this did not go to the
Supreme Court, even states like
California and New York have
enacted laws that follow this
startling precedent and do not
guarantee you individual police
protection. They only have to
protect the group (society) as
a whole.
Now, we know the police do
not have to protect us individually, do the laws against protecting yourself with a handgun or
any other sort of weapon seem
irrational since you are not
guaranteed anv sort of outside
help?
We have already had two
violent attacks where the police
were not able to prevent the
violence and the survivors are
only alive by the grace of God.
Even though they were not able
to help in these two cases of violence, they are very responsive
— yet firearms provide a much
speedier response.
For the sake of argument, let's
say the University police can be
anywhere on campus in about
five minutes. Even though five
minutes is a very short time,
that is a very long five minutes
to whomever is being beaten,
robbed or killed because the
state passed a law that kept

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Not everybody deserves college

Allow more guns on campus
"[Campus

USADISINGER.
Freshman, Music
Education

KENJUREK.
Doctoral Student
Communication Studies

WHITNEY TARVER,
Junior. Amcana Studies/
Psychology

MASON GRIFFITH.
Freshman. Computer
Science

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

them from fighting back.
At the Appalachian School
of Law in 2002, an angry law
student opened fire in a class
room, killing three and wounding three. The reason why the
angry student was stopped
was because the actions of two
other students, Tracy Bridges
and Mikael Gross, who retrieved
their handguns from their vehicles and stopped the disgruntled law student. Who knows
how many fewer would have
died if these two students simply had been allowed to carry
their weapons on campus?
The current laws do not work:
most states and their institutions of higher learning have
tried to ban handguns on campus, and many students have
paid with their lives because of
the foolishness of these policies.
In 2006, a bill was introduced
in to the Virginia Assembly
to allow those that possessed
concealed handgun licenses
to carry their weapons on
campuses all over Virginia.
The administration and those
at Virginia Tech opposed the
bill because they believed they
could protect the students. The
bill then died in committee, and
we all know what happened
later.
We are taught when confronted with an issue, that taking t he ext reme of eit her side is
rarely, if ever, a great idea. And
like any issue, the extreme side
being taken (no guns allowed
at all) probably is not the best
avenue to go down and instead,
we should look at the middle
ground (some sort of combination) of allowing some more
guns on campuses while not
arming all who go here.
That is why I ask all of you
and the University to pressure the state legislature to
change this policy before more
innocent people get attacked
because of a foolish, misguided
policy. The road to Hell is paved
with good intentions, and these
laws will make great
paving stones.

— college should hardly be
taken seriously. Standardized
testing scores are not dropping
because successive waves of
students are less intelligent, but
rather because there is no overarching sense of motivation or
determination. Competition has
been replaced with a collectivist mentality that has gradually
and surreptitiously pervaded
our culture. In the process the
notion that students with differing talents should pursue
differing avenues of life was
lost, with high school graduates
instead relentlessly tunneled
into any of dozens of colleges
and universities competing for
their business.
In the last generation it seems
that Americans have become so
enamored with the idea of earning a college degree that society
has forgotten one of its strongest attributes: diversity.
College used to be but one
avenue among many, the refuge
of those who are academically rather than technically
minded, and certainly not the
destination of all students.
Trade, vocational and two-year
degrees are all opportunities
that are increasingly pushed
to the wayside in favor of the
four-year degree that is seen as
the proverbial silver bullet. But
these other options for higher
education present opportunities
themselves no standard bachelor's degree ever could.
It is risky indeed to teach
children the key to success is a
standard degree from a fouryear institution. The result is
precisely what is happening
today, with the job market overwhelmed by college graduates
seeking employment. Students
are made to look for career
opportunities wherever they
can find them, calling into question the worth of the degree for
which they studied for several
years and paid many thousands
of dollars. Meanwhile in some
parts of the country highly
skilled laborers earn far more
each year than white-collar
workers with post-graduate
degrees, and the recipients of

"Other options
for higher
education present
opportunities
"Education is an investment
in the future." This phrase
is uttered time and again by
administrators, professors and
even students in ever more difficult efforts to secure funding
and support for higher education. Hardly a week goes by
when education is not lauded
as the key that opens all doors,
as the way for dedicated and
determined students to pull
themselves out of poverty and
privation, and for others to
achieve their dreams.
And yet despite this hype, the
sad reality of higher education,
and indeed of the broad field of
education in general, is vastly
different. Classroom standards
seem to be in a downward spiral, with many students held to
a bar so low it is barely worth
discussing. And all the while
every child is told they have the
right to go to college.
But is higher education truly
a right? Is it something all students deserve, regardless of
performance or aptitude? These
ideas are sacrosanct in modem'
American culture; to challenge
the wisdom that all students are
entitled to attend college is to
preach an educational heresy.
Yet our system is fundamentally
flawed, producing students
who, in increasing numbers,
begin their careers in fields far
outside their area of collegiate
study. Is this system the correct
one, or should higher education
simply be one of many avenues

themselves no
standard bachelor's
degree ever could."
students can take in attempting
to prepare for their lives and
careers?
Proponents of the current
system argue college is a right
equal to all as surely as is free
speech or rating. To this group
it is important every child be
given the opportunity to attend
college, and at least so far as this
basic assumption is concerned
little fault may be found.
Every child should have the
opportunity to attend a university, but that opportunity should
certainly be no guarantee. It is a
chance, a possibility, a prospect
for attendance that is dependent upon how well students
apply themselves before they
even set foot on their college
campus. To imply otherwise is
to sabotage classrooms at the
high school and middle school
levels, where teachers are desperately and admirably fighting
to instill in students a sense of
motivation and concern for
their futures.
1 low is a teacher in an average high school classroom
to achieve this if colleges are
continually lowering their standards for admission? Students
glean but one message from
this depreciation of education

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewslpbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Send responses to this column
to thenews@bgnews.com.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Fast cars risk flattening bikers risking flying through students

Riding a bicycle across the
University is a very dangerous
daily undertaking for the average
student. Being a bicyclist, I'm no
exception to this rule.
On the typical schoolday, I
must ride around campus on
my bicycle being very cautious,
swerving around a morass of
students, avoiding bad sidewalks
and bumps, and keeping a wary
eye out for vehicles. Coupes,
trucks, minivans, SUVs, sedans
and all other internal combustion engine vehicles are the bane
of the college bicyclist. Given the
speed addiction of many college
students, a good many of them
regularly zip about campus and

the surrounding areas in BG.
This situation usually results
in the following: cars speeding in
and out of parking lots, running
through red lights, scorching
through intersections and exercising reckless and vicious hairpin
turns. Needless to say, I feel quite
anxious when I hop on my bike
seat every morning Thoughts
of sidewalk and road obstacles,
inclement weather, colossal and
swarming crowds of people and
cars attempting to break the
sound barrier run through my
head. Which makes me hesitant
to unlock my bike padlock, sit on
my bicycle seat and start off on
a bike ride. Seriously, I'm sometimes scared to ride my bicycle
(no Queen pun intended).
Based on my observations of
college life, it's a madhouse out
there. As I mentioned earlier (and
as every single University student
knows), the throngs of people
wandering about campus are

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 45403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

like mini-maelstroms containing
a number of fleshy human targets for bicyclists to collide into.
Obviously, since I am usually atop
a bicycle and am moving forward
at approximately 10 miles per
hour, I must slow down significantly should I need to navigate
these dense pools of college
students.
So, essentially, 1 am approximately hallway up (he college
vehicle food chain: I am above
the pedestrians, rollerbladers and
skaters (I move faster than them),
but I still present a nice, slowmoving target for people of the
car-driving persuasion.
This brings me to my main
point. At college, pedestrians are
in danger of accidents involving
bike riders crashing into them,
and bicyclists are in danger of
being t - boned by ludicrously fastmoving automobile drivers. Is a
very unsettling reality.
I will corroborate these state-

ments: 1 have had some close
calls of my own on my bicycle.
Almost turning people into road
waffles, dodging automobiles and
navigating the irregular sidewalks
make it sure that I will continue to
have a very interesting experience
with my bike I've been forced
to squeeze between clusters of
people, narrowly missing them
by inches.
Inversely, I can think of a
handful of times when 1 narrowly avoided being clipped by
fast-moving vehicles — namely,
at the four-way intersection near
Founders.
One event in particular stands
out in my mind: after waiting for
the green light, the "walk" light,
and after double-checking for
any cars, 1 decided to cross that
intersection.
Immediately afterwards, a
red blur (otherwise known as a
speeding red coupe) swept out
of nowhere, ran a red light and
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almost clobbered my bicycle
and I.
Fellow Freshman Amy Brenner
feels the same way.
" I think that student drivers are
a threat to students on bicycles,"
Brenner said. "All they have to
do (to be better driversl is to slow
down in the parking lots, take
their time and be respectful to
pedestrians."
Anne Boggs argues a different
point: "I think a lot of the kids
who ride bicycles around campus
tend to |be] careless about it. I've
seen a lot of close calls,"
Boggs said.
"I think that bicyclists need to
give more warning. They come
up out of nowhere and catch you
off guard!" she said
Personally, I can back up both
of these standpoints. Bicyclists
are indeed dangerous when
they attempt to circumvent large
groups of clustered students on
walkways, and as most people

know, the students who regularly
drive around town in their highspeed cars pose a threat to bicyclists (actually, speeding vehicles
pose a threat to everyone!). I have
been in situations where I have
almost slammed into the backsides of unsuspecting college kids,
and I have been nearly smothered by blitzing cars.
I have tried to be responsible
in my bike riding (with no actual
accidents; just close calls), but 1
believe the mega-fast college drivers are the ones who everyone
needs to look out for. If you're
simply crossing a four-way intersection on foot, or are riding your
bike across Wooster Street, be
wary of the potential threats by
way of wheeled vehicles piloted
by caffeine-addled college student drivers
Send responses to this column
to thenews@bgneivs.com.
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The College Republicans need to The College Republicans do not
need to apologize for their event
apologize for their event
MARADITH KOONEN! (,UESI COLUMNIST

There is no doubt that we,
as Americans, are entitled
to freedom of speech. Justin
Kahle's column "Stop Arguing,
Start Being Productive" |Oct.
221 reverted to this age-old
excuse as a means to justify last
year's brainchild of the College
Republicans, "Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day." The argument
surrounding this issue is not
whether people have the right
to express their views in an
offensive and politically incorrect way, but instead whether or
not a group should take responsibility for such an act and
apologize to those who were
offended by it.
Kahle claims that "Catch an
Illegal Immigrant Day" was
perceived as "fun" and "entertaining," until it was turned
into "something to be offended
by and viable to whine about."
The truth is that some people
saw it as an entertaining jest
and others as an offensive
demonstration which degraded
human dignity. Kahle says
that the event should not have
caused offense in anyone who
is not an illegal immigrant
— and if it did, it was a " legal"
sort of offense, completely
removed from emotion. 1 don't
see how being offended could
be defined without using emotion, but that's not the point.
I am not an illegal immigrant, I do not know any
illegal immigrants -1 am
as Caucasian as they come.
However, I find the concept of
the event in question extremely
offensive and I agree that the
Latino Student Union deserves
an apology.
Kahle goes so far as to compare illegal immigrants with
drug dealers, saying that no
one would take offense at a
"Catch a Drug Dealer Day." so
win should illegal immigrants
be any different? True, both

"When a campus organization clearly
offends a large group of people, the status
of the incident moves beyond that of a joke
between a few friends."
groups are violating the law
— but so are people who don't
wear seatbelts, or who drive 80
m.p.h. on Route 75, or people
who drink under the age of 21.
Immigrants are fleeing poverty
and oppression and trying to
improve their lives and the
lives of t heir fami 1 ies by working jobs that most Americans
would consider beneath them.
Drug dealers are perpetuating
cycles of addiction and violence. I fail to see the
connection.
The problem, as I see it, with
the whole "Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day" debate is that
people who side with kahle
and the College Republicans do
not see anything wrong with
hosting such an event. I can't
change their minds. However,
regardless of whether or not
one believes that "Catch an
Illegal Immigrant Day" should
have caused offense, ihe truth
remains that it did.
Kahle writes "Guess what,
people get offended, it happens." He's right. It does happen. And when it happens
on a personal level, it can be
dealt with in whatever manner
the persons involved see fit.
I lowever, when a campus organization clearly offends a large
group of people, the status of
the incident moves beyond that
of a joke between a few friends.
Ask any public figure and
they will tell you that there are
consequences to what they do
and say. Take the Dixie Chicks
or Don Imus, for example. They
expressed their opinion's publicly and they suffered the consequences. They apologized to
anv who had been insulted bv
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their statements, even though
their intent had not been to
cause offense.
Political correctness is not
the law — the First Amendment
still stands. However, there are
realities about free speech that
we have to face; statements or
actions that are not meant to
offend but do anyway are apologized for, nonetheless.
Kahle would like us to put
an end to the arguing and do
something productive. His idea
of productive is keeping illegal
immigrants out of the country.
That is one option. Or we could
go to the root of the problem
and revise the European-biased
immigration laws still largely
reflective of the policies in the
early 1900s.
Illegal immigration is a
debatable topic. However, 1
find little room for discussion
in this argument. The College
Republicans have caused
offense, despite what their original intents were, a fact that has
been made clear repeatedly.
The Latino Student Union, and
everyone else who was insulted
by "Catch an Illegal Immigrant
Day,'' deserves an apology
from the College Republicans.
I am tired of people not taking responsibility for their
mistakes — but I guess it could
be expected of the College
Republicans if they are modeling their behavior after the current President's administration.
Xooiien is n sophomore studying biology. Send n'sponses to lier
column to lluniiwsWbgiieivs.com.
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As a Latino student who was here
last year and during the debate
between the College Republicans
and I atino Student Union, I differ in my opinion and expectations of the College Republicans
than other I atino students.
I agree with the College
Republicans: there is no need
for mi apology In my opinion
an apology is only worthy if it is
a true sense of regret or remorse
and if they were to give any apology it would be more of a defensive tactic than an expression
of guilt.
As we have seen their event
was simply "fun" and "entertainment" to them, nothing
Showing remorse or humility
— which is something I have difficulty understanding. You would
assume a group such as the
College Republicans with such
a strong base of Christian beliefs
would understand "the meek
shall inherit the earth" or "the last
shall lie first." /Mas, as we have
seen through time, everyone has
their own way of interpreting any
document or doctrine, which
they are1 entitled to.
There are reasons that need
to be addressed as to why the
I,ii iin i population feels this is
an issue that must be re-examined. The reason many take this
so personally is because to us
it is personal Many of us have
friends and family who have
come to this country documented or undocumented in a
stniggle to succeed. We see these
stories firsthand, we understand
their intent has not been to be
malicious or criminal and to us
it is easier to see the person than
the act.
Though in no fault of your
own. many College Republicans
have never experienced that connection, nor will you ever. So. it is
easier for vou to see the act and

"While it was well known how offensive
this event was, the idea of 'Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day' is not original."
therefore' criminalize die person.
Again, we revisit the idea that
we each have a different wa\ tit
interpreting a siniation.
Knowing this, why do we wish
K) revisit the issue, because while
it was well known how offensive
this went was, the idea of "Catch
an Illegal Immigrant Day" is not
original. There are many records
of the offense it caused at Penn
State (in April 20061, University
of Michigan (Sept. 2006) and
Michigan State University
(Sept. 2006), yet they decided to
continue on with the event. In
terms of the first amendment,
this previous knowledge borders
negligence.
As we have seen throughout
history, "we Americans" have
spoken and acted out knowing
our actions were infringing on
others. I would say Americans,
but the Native Indigenous of
this land weren't given citizenship until 1924. In the 100 years
since slavery, only one state
has given an infonnal apology
for the enslavement of African
Americans. There was never

an apology given for Operation
Wetback and the deportation
of thousands of Mexican and
Mexican-American citizens. It
took the U.S. 40 years to officially
apologize for the lapanese interment camps.
This is why I don't expect
an apology from the College
Republicans, hut is also why
many continue to address this
issue. Neither group's members
were alive or had a pan in past
atrocities, but this is one issue we
can address because we see how
easily actions are dismissed and
never brought to justice or apologized for.
Lastly, I feel 1 would be offended by a "Catch a Dnig Dealer
Day" because if the event was
put on similar to last year's event
I wouldn't put it past the College
Republicans to emphasize a
black and brown look to these
"dnig dealers," insinuating we
are all dnig dealers. Statistically
speaking it is already more
likely for a black or brown dnig
SeeCARREON.Page7
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October 29-29, 2007
&

Let the GOOD TIMES roll along!

A Campus Wide Celebration
Be a part ot the BGSU EXPERIENCE. Falcon-Family style!
We look forward to seeing you.

Some of the highlighted events include:
Friday, October 26th
Falcon Family Weekend B!G Show:
Second City's Comedy/lmprov production
ONE NATION UNDER BLOG
8:00pm Anderson Arena (Memorial Hall)
Sponsored by BGSU Athletic and
University Activities Organization 1UAO1
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Saturday, October 27th
Breakfast of Champions
8:00-11:00am 202 Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Sponsored bv the Center tor Multicultural and Academic Initiatives
Fun-on-Main
11:00-4:00pm Main Street Bowling Green
Downtown Expo
Sponsored by the Office ot Campus Activities
and Main Street Bowling Green
Falcon Family Advisory Board Meeting
2:00-3 30pm Sky Bank Room- BTSU
Falcon Weekend Welcome Tent
3:00-6:00pm Meijer Tailgate Park,
Doyt Perry Stadium
Sponsored by the Oftice ot Campus Activities
BOSU Football vs. Ohio Bobcats
6:00pm Doyt Perry Stadium
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Sunday, October 28th
Family Weekend Brunch
11:00-1:00pm 202 A Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Cost: $13.00 tor adults/students;
$6.50 lor youth (12 and under|
Goodbye Luncheon
12:002:00pm308 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Sponsored by the Black Student Union
www bcjsu edu offices sa gehnvolved pagel3045.hlml
or contact the Olfice of Campus Activities
at 419-372-2343
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visit Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or contact LTC DeWalt, 419-372-2476/mdewalt@bgsu.edu
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"Put on some sad music and cry. What crying will do will wash
the bi-products of stress toxins out of the body." - Dr. Claudia Clark,
psychologist at the counseling center, on dealing with stress [see story, p. 1]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET How do youcope with stress? [See story, p.l]
"I listen to really loud

"I run, I exercise

music and scream."

and I have a strong

"With music!"

'I jog"

k

Have your own take on

emotional support

today's People On The

group."

Street? Or a suggestion for

police] cannot be
everywhere at once,
and what are we to
liveryday. whether you know it
(ir not, the state of Ohio gambles
with your life and the lives of
everyone around you. They
hope nothing bad happens to
you here at school like getting
beaten, robbed or killed by
others students and residents.
While these are horrific possibilities nobody wants to
experience, the state legislature
has decided only to pass feelgood laws and policies thai tell
everyone (his is a "weapon-free
/one." The problem is they don't
understand this is simply asking
for violence to visit us instead of
coming up with real solutions to
a deadly and dangerous issue.
The answers are out there
right in front of us. The state of
Utah allows students to carry
concealed handguns on campus if they pass state licensing
programs. The effect has been
greatly seen: campus crime is
down and nobody has gotten
hurt by those who carry weapons at school. Not everyone is
forced to carry a gun, but you
are allowed the option if you so
wish and all students should
be allowed to decide how they
should provide for their own
personal safety.
Many will claim this is an
irrational stance on the issue
and that the police can handle
the protection of the student
body. I am the first to admit our
campus police are great at what
they do; but the problem is they
cannot be everywhere at once,
and what are we to do when

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Slephen Colbert is funny, but
please don't vote for him,
says new columnist Marisha
Pietrowslci.
A column by Grant Pardee.
Subject to change

do when they aren't
there to help us?"
they aren't there to help us? The
startling fact is many of you do
not even realize the police are
not legally obligated to personally protect you.
You may ask where this
is stated and I would like to
direct you to the case Warren
v. District of Columbia, where
the DC Appeals Court clearly
stated: "a government and its
agents are under no general
duty to provide public services,
such as police protection, to any
individual citizen."
While this did not go to the
Supreme Court, even states like
California and New York have
enacted laws that follow this
startling precedent and do not
guarantee you individual police
protection. They only have to
protect the group (society) as
a whole.
Now, we know the police do
not have to protect us individually, do the laws against protecting yourself with a handgun or
any other sort of weapon seem
irrational since you are not
guaranteed anv sort of outside
help?
We have already had two
violent attacks where the police
were not able to prevent the
violence and the survivors are
only alive by the grace of Cod.
Even though they were not able
to help in these two cases of violence, they are very responsive
— yet firearms provide a much
speedier response.
For the sake of argument, let's
say the University police can be
anywhere on campus in about
five minutes. Even though five
minutes is a very short time,
that is a very long five minutes
to whomever is being beaten,
robbed or killed because the
state passed a law that kept

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.
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them from fighting back.
At the Appalachian School
of Law in 2002, an angry law
student opened fire in a class
room, killing three and wounding three. The reason why the
angry student was stopped
was because the actions of two
other students, Tracy Bridges
and Mikael Gross, who retrieved
their handguns from their vehicles and stopped the disgruntled law student. Who knows
how many fewer would have
died if these two students simply had been allowed to carry
their weapons on campus?
The current laws do not work:
most states and their institutions of higher learning have
tried to ban handguns on campus, and many students have
paid with their lives because of
the foolishness of these policies.
In 2006, a bill was introduced
in to the Virginia Assembly
to allow those that possessed
concealed handgun licenses
to carry their weapons on
campuses all over Virginia.
The administration and those
at Virginia Tech opposed the
bill because they believed they
could protect the students. The
bill then died in committee, and
we all know what happened
later.
We are taught when confronted with an issue, that taking the extreme of either side is
rarely, if ever, a great idea. And
like any issue, the extreme side
being taken (no guns allowed
at all) probably is not the best
avenue to go down and instead,
we should look at the middle
ground (some sort of combination) of allowing some more
guns on campuses while not
arming all who go here.
That is why I ask all of you
and the University to pressure the state legislature to
change this policy before more
innocent people get attacked
because of a foolish, misguided
policy. The road to Hell is paved
with good intentions, and these
laws will make great
paving stones.

— college should hardly be
taken seriously. Standardized
testing scores are not dropping
because successive waves of
students are less intelligent, but
rather because there is no overarching sense of motivation or
determination. Competition has
been replaced with a collectivist mentality that has gradually
and surreptitiously pervaded
our culture. In the process the
notion that students with differing talents should pursue
differing avenues of life was
lost, with high school graduates
instead relentlessly tunneled
into any of dozens of colleges
and universities competing for
their business.
In the last generation it seems
that Americans have become so
enamored with the idea of earning a college degree that society
has forgotten one of its strongest attributes: diversity.
College used to be but one
avenue among many, the refuge
of those who are academically rather than technically
minded, and certainly not the
destination of all students.
Trade, vocational and two-year
degrees are all opportunities
that are increasingly pushed
to the wayside in favor of the
four-year degree that is seen as
the proverbial silver bullet. But
these other options for higher
education present opportunities
themselves no standard bachelor's degree ever could.
It is risky indeed to teach
children the key to success is a
standard degree from a fouryear institution. The result is
precisely what is happening
today, with the job market overwhelmed by college graduates
seeking employment. Students
are made to look for career
opportunities wherever they
can find them, calling into question the worth of the degree for
which they studied for several
years and paid many thousands
of dollars. Meanwhile in some
parts of the country highly
skilled laborers earn far more
each year than white-collar
workers with post-graduate
degrees, and the recipients of

"Other options

1

for higher
JASON SNEAD
COLUMNIST

education present
opportunities

"Education is an investment
in the future." This phrase
is uttered time and again by
administrators, professors and
even students in ever more difficult efforts to secure funding
and support for higher education. Hardly a week goes by
when education is not lauded
as the key that opens all doors,
as the way for dedicated and
determined students to pull
themselves out of poverty and
privation, and for others to
achieve their dreams.
And yet despite this hype, the
sad reality of higher education,
and indeed of the broad field of
education in general, is vastly
different. Classroom standards
seem to be in a downward spiral, with many students held to
a bar so low it is barely worth
discussing. And all the while
every child is told they have the
right to go to college.
But is higher education truly
a right? Is it something all students deserve, regardless of
performance or aptitude? These
ideas are sacrosanct in modem'
American culture; to challenge
the wisdom that all students are
entitled to attend college is to
preach an educational heresy.
Yet our system is fundamentally
flawed, producing students
who, in increasing numbers,
begin their careers in fields far
outside their area of collegiate
study. Is this system the correct
one, or should higher education
simply be one of many avenues

themselves no
standard bachelors
degree ever could."
students can take in attempting
to prepare for their lives and
careers?
Proponents of the current
system argue college is a right
equal to all as surely as is free
speech or voting. To this group
it is important every child be
given the opportunity to attend
college, and at least so far as this
basic assumption is concerned
little fault may be found.
Every child should have the
opportunity to attend a university, but that opportunity should
certainly be no guarantee. It is a
chance, a possibility, a prospect
for attendance that is dependent upon how well students
apply themselves before they
even set foot on their college
campus. To imply otherwise is
to sabotage classrooms at the
high school and middle school
levels, where teachers are desperately and admirably fighting
to instill in snidents a sense of
motivation and concern for
their futures.
How is a teacher in an average high school classroom
to achieve this if colleges are
continually lowering their standards for admission? Students
glean but one message from
this depreciation of education

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Send responses to this column
to thenews@bgnews.com.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page
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Fast cars risk flattening bikers risking flying through students
PLEVI WONDER
- J

' ^^

COLUMNIST

Hiding a bicycle across the
University is a very dangerous
daily undertaking for the average
student. Being a bicyclist, I'm no
exception to this rule.
On the typical schoolday, I
must ride around campus on
my bicycle being very cautious,
swerving around a morass of
students, avoiding bad sidewalks
and bumps, and keeping a wary
eye out for vehicles. Coupes,
trucks, min ivans, SUVs, sedans
and all other internal combustion engine vehicles are the bane
of the college bicyclist. Given the
speed addiction of many college
students, a good many of them
regularly zip about campus and

the surrounding areas in BG.
This situation usually results
in the following: cars speeding in
and out of parking lots, running
through red lights, scorching
through intersections and exercising reckless and vicious hairpin
turns. Needless to say, I feel quite
anxious when I hop on my bike
seat every morning. Thoughts
of sidewalk and road obstacles,
inclement weather, colossal and
swarming crowds of people and
cars attempting to break the
sound barrier run through my
head. Which makes me hesitant
to unlock my bike padlock, sit on
my bicycle seat and start off on
a bike ride. Seriously, I'm sometimes scared to ride my bicycle
(no Queen pun intended).
Based on my observations of
college life, it's a madhouse out
there. As I mentioned earlier (and
as every single University student
knows), the throngs of people
wandering about campus are
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like mini-maelstroms containing
a number of fleshy human targets for bicyclists to collide into.
Obviously, since I am usually atop
a bicycle and am moving forward
at approximately 10 miles per
hour, 1 must slow down significantly should I need to navigate
these dense pools of college
students.
So, essentially, I am approximately halfway up fhe college
vehicle food chain: I am above
the pedestrians, rollerbladers and
skaters (I move faster than them),
but I still present a nice, slowmoving target for people of the
car-driving persuasion.
This brings me to my main
point At college, pedestrians are
in danger of accidents involving
bike riders crashing into them,
and bicyclists are in danger of
being t-boned by ludicrously fastmoving automobile drivers Is a
very unsettling reality.
I will corroborate these state-

ments: I have had some close
calls of my own on my bicycle.
Almost turning people into road
waffles, dodging automobiles and
navigating the irregular sidewalks
make it sure that I will continue to
have a very interesting experience
with my bike. I've been forced
to squeeze between dusters of
people, narrowly missing them
by inches.
Inversely, I can think of a
handful of times when I narrowly avoided being clipped by
fast-moving vehicles — namely,
at the four-way intersection near
Founders.
One event in particular stands
out in my mind: after waiting for
the green light the "walk" light,
and after double-checking for
any cars, I decided to cross that
intersection.
Immediately afterwards, a
red blur (otherwise known as a
speeding red coupe) swept out
of nowhere, ran a red light and
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almost clobbered my bicycle
and I.
Fellow Freshman Amy Brenner
feels the same way.
"I think that student drivers are
a threat to students on bicycles,"
Brenner said. "All they have to
do [to be better driversl is to slow
down in the parking lots, take
their time and be respectful to
pedestrians."
Anne Boggs argues a different
point: "I think a lot of the kids
who ride bicycles around campus
tend to |be| careless about it. I've
seen a lot of close calls,"
Boggs said.
"I think that bicyclists need to
give more warning. They come
up out of nowhere and catch you
off guard!" she said.
Personally, I can back up both
of these standpoints. Bicyclists
are indeed dangerous when
they attempt to circumvent large
groups of clustered students on
walkways, and as most people

know, the students who regularly
drive around town in their highspeed cars pose a threat to bicyclists (actually, speeding vehicles
pose a threat to everyone!). I have
been in situations where I have
almost slammed into the backsides of unsuspecting college kids,
and I have been nearly smothered by blitzing cars.
I have tried to be responsible
in my bike riding (with no actual
accidents; just close calls), but 1
believe the mega-last college drivers are the ones who everyone
needs to look out for. If you're
simply crossing a four-way intersection on foot, or are riding your
bike across Wooster Street, be
wary of the potential threats by
way of wheeled vehicles piloted
by caffeine-addled college student drivers.
Send responses to this column
to thenews@bgnews.com.
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The College Republicans need to The College Republicans do not
need to apologize for their event
ogize for their event
MARAWTHMOONEN (,U£SI COLUMNIST

There is no doubt thai we,
as Americans, are entitled
to freedom of speech. Instin
Kahle's column "Stop Arguing,
Start Being Productive" |Oct.
22| reverted to this age-old
excuse as a means to justify last
year's brainchild of the College
Republicans, "Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day." The argument
surrounding this issue is not
whether people have the right
to express their views in an
offensive and politically incorrect way, but instead whether or
not a group should take responsibility for such an act and
apologize to those who were
offended by it,
Kahle claims that "Catch an
Illegal Immigrant Day" was
perceived as "fun" and "entertaining," until it was turned
into "something to be offended
by and viable to whine about."
The truth is that some people
saw it as an entertaining jest
and others as an offensive
demonstration which degraded
human dignity Kahle says
that the event should not have
caused offense in anyone who
is not an illegal immigrant
— and if it did, it was a " legal"
sort of offense, completely
removed from emotion. I don't
see how being offended could
be defined without using emotion, but that's not the point.
lam not an illegal immigrant, I do not know any
illegal immigrants- I am
as Caucasian as they come.
However, I find the concept of
the event in question extremely
offensive and I agree that the
Latino Student Union deserves
an apology.
Kahle goes so far as to compare illegal immigrants with
drug dealers, saying that no
one would take offense at a
"Catch a Drug Dealer Day.'' so
why should illegal immigrants
be any different? True, both

"When a campus organization clearly
offends a large group of people, the status
of the incident moves beyond that of a joke
between a few friends."
groups are violating the law
— but so are people who don't
wear seatbelts, or who drive 80
m.p.h. on Route 75, or people
who drink under the age of 21.
Immigrants are fleeing poverty
and oppression and trying to
improve their lives and the
lives of their families by working jobs that most Americans
would consider beneath them.
Drug dealers are perpetuating
cycles of addiction and violence. I fail to see the
connection.
The problem, as I see it, with
the whole "Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day" debate is that
people who side with Kahle
and the College Republicans do
not see anything wrong with
hosting such an event. I can't
change their minds. However,
regardless of whether or not
one believes that "Catch an
Illegal Immigrant Day" should
have caused offense, the truth
remains that it did.
Kahle writes "Guess what,
people get offended, it happens." He's right. It does happen. And when it happens
on a personal level, it can be
dealt with in whatever manner
the persons involved see fit.
I lowever, when a campus organization clearly offends a large
group of people, the status of
the incident moves beyond that
of a joke between a few friends.
Ask any public figure and
they will tell you that there are
consequences to what they do
and say. Take the Dixie Chicks
or Don Imus, for example. They
expressed their opinion's publicly and they suffered the consequences. They apologized to
any who had been insulted bv

Behavioral£onnections

Providin

Comprehensive
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Services
Including
•Evaluations -Dill Programs
•Chemical Dependency Programs
Convenient locations in
Perrysburg and Bowling Green

their statements, even I hough
their intent had not been to
cause offense. '
Political correctness is not
the law — the First Amendment
still stands. However, there are
realities about free speech that
we have to face; statements or
actions that are not meant to
offend but do anyway are apologized for, nonetheless.
Kahle would like us to put
an end to the arguing and do
something productive. His idea
of productive is keeping illegal
immigrants out of the country.
That is one option. Or we could
go to the root of the problem
and revise the Kuropean-biased
immigration laws still largely
reflective of the policies in the
early 1900s.
Illegal immigration is a
debatable topic. However, I
find little room for discussion
in this argument. The College
Republicans have caused
offense, despite what their original intents were, a fact that has
been made clear repeatedly.
The Latino Student Union, and
everyone else who was insulted
by "Catch an Illegal Immigrant
Day," deserves an apology
from the College Republicans.
1 am tired of people not taking responsibility for their
mistakes — but 1 guess it could
be expected of the College
Republicans if they are modeling their behavior after the current President's administration.
Noonen is u sophomore studying biology. Send responses to her
column to theneirsb'lignews.com.

B.CEIESTIKOCARREON
GUEST COLUMNIST

As a I. ii ii ii i student who was here
last year and during the debate
between the College Republicans
and I iitino Student Union, I differ in my opinion and expectations of the College Republicans
than other Latino students.
I agree with the College
Republicans: there is no need
for an apology. In my opinion
an apology is only worthy if it is
a true sense of regret or remorse
and if they were to give any apology it would be more of a defensive tactic than an expression
of guilt.
As we have seen their event
was simply "fun" and "entertainment" to them, nothing
showing remorse or humility
— which is something I have difficulty understanding. You would
assume a group such as the
College Republicans with such
a strong base of Christian beliefs
would understand "the meek
shall inherit the earth" or "the last
shall lie first." Alas, as we have
seen through time, everyone has
their own way of interpreting any
document or doctrine, which
they are entitled to.
There are reasons that need
to be addressed as to why the
latino population feels this is
an issue that must be re-examined. The reason many take this
so personally is because to us
it is personal. Many of us have
friends and family who have
come to this country documented or undocumented in a
struggle to succeed, We see these
stories firsthand, we understand
their intent has not been to be
malicious or criminal and to us
it is easier to see the person than
the act.
Though in no fault of your
own, many College Republicans
haw never experienced that connection, nor will you ever. So, it is
easier for you to see the act and

"While it was well known how offensive
this event was, the idea of 'Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day' is not original."
therefore criminalize the person.
Again, we revisit the idea that
we each have a different way of
interpreting a simation.
Knowing this, why do we wish
to revisit the issue, because while
it was well known how offensive
this event was, the idea of "Catch
an Illegal Immigrant Day" is not
original. Then are many records
of the offense it caused at Perm
State (in April 2006], University
of Michigan (Sept. 2006) and
Michigan State University
(Sept. 20061, yet they decided to
continue tin with the event. In
terms of the first amendment,
this previous knowledge borders
negligence.
As we have seen throughout
history "we Americans" have
s|» iken and acted out knowing
OUT actions were infringing on
others. I would say Americans,
but the Native Indigenous of
this land weren't given citizenship until 1924. In the I (X) years
since slavery, only one state
has given an informal apology
for the enslavement of African
Americans. There was never

an apology given for Operation
Wetback and the deportation
of thousands of Mexican and
Mexican-American citizens. It
tix>k the U.S. 40 years to officially
apologize for the lapanese interment camps.
Iliis is why I don't expect
an apology from the College
Republicans, hut is also why
many continue to address this
issue. Neither group's members
were alive or had a part in past
atrocities, but this is one issue we
can address because we see how
easily actions are dismissed and
never brought to justice or apologized for.
lastly, I feel I would be offended by a "Catch a Drug Dealer
Day" because if the event was
put on similar to last year's event
1 wouldn't put it past the College
Republicans to emphasize a
black and brown look to these
'dnig dealers," insinuating we
are all dnig dealers. Statistically
speaking, it is already more
likely for a black or brown dnig
WCARREONPage?
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FIRST STYX SHOW IN TOLEDO IN 5 YEARS!

Friday October 26. 2007 ■ 8:00 pm
The Stranahan Theater ■ Toledo, Ohio
Tickets on sal* now at Stranahan Box Office, all Tkketmaster locations.
Charge by phone M9/*74-1133 or online www.tkketmaster.com

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
kITON YOUR RESUME.

419-352-5387 - 419-872-2419

FALCON FAMILY WEEKEND"

£

October 29-29, 2—7

Let the GOOD TIMES roll along!

A Campus Wide Celebration
Be a pan ol the BGSU EXPERIENCE. Falcon Family style1
We look forward to seeing you.

Some of the highlighted events include:
Friday, October 26th
Falcon Family Weekend B!G Show:
Second City's Comedy/lmprov production
ONE NATION UNDER BLOG
8:00pm Anderson Arena (Memorial Hall)
Sponsored by BGSU Athletic and
University Activities Organization IUAO]

LU

UL

Saturday, October 27th
Breakfast ol Champions
8:00- II Warn 202 Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by the Cenlei lor Multicultural and Academic Initiatives
Fun-on-Main
ll:00-4:00pm Main Street Bowling Green
Downtown Expo
Sponsored by the Office ol Campus Activities
and Main Street Bowling Green
Falcon Family Advisory Board Meeting
2:00-3:30pm Sky Bank Room- BTSU
Falcon Weekend Welcome Tent
3:00-6:00pm Meijer Tailgate Park,
Doyt Perry Stadium
Sponsored by the Office ol Campus Activities
BGSU Football vs. Ohio Bobcats
6:O0pm Doyt Perry Stadium

Sunday, October 28th

_l
<

LL

Family Weekend Brunch
11:001:00pm 202 A Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Cost: $13.00 lor adults/students;
$6.50 for youth (12 and under]
Goodbye Luncheon
12:002:00pm308 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Sponsored by the Black Student Union
www ba.su edu offices sa gelinvolvpd page13045 html
or conlacl Ihe Olllce ol Campus Activities
at 419-372-2343

Leadership, Friendship & Opportunities! For more information on this exciting leadership development course,
visit Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or contact LTC DeWalt. 419-372-2476/mdewalt@bgsu.edu

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717

•

145 I .Woosler, liowling Green, OH 43412

•

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: What did the skeleton say to the vampire?
Wednesday. October 24.2007 6

A: You suck.

BREAK OUT THE CANDY CORN AND THE LINGERIE - ITS HALLOWEEN!

attempts to find the right woman leave students loveless
to me to be admirable traits
can click out of it.
in a man, but for some reason
I ley. it's not like I necessarily
women around here don't see
want to be single. When I wake
things that way.
up in the morning and look in
Then you'd have to say that
the mirror, I can't help but think,
women are supposed to love
dang Greg, women should be
all over you." lor some reason
a guy who's in touch with his
feelings. But I put myself out
every time I talk to women and
there on laccbook as having
tell them I'm the one for them,
it's a situation we've all been In
I he Notebook" and "City of
before. You're walking to class.
they beg to differ. I low can anyAngels" as my favorite movone expect to know what goes
sitting and sipping a coffee, or
ies and Savage (larden as my
on in the mind of anyone that's
living [o mind your own busifavorite band, but the ladies
not a man?
ness, anil then OUl of nowhere
You would think knowing who won't respond to friend requests,
\ our eyes wander to some
pokes, or my daily requests for a
I am and where I'm at would be
couple making out.
enough for most women. It's not date. What gives?
Before you suavely turn away
I've tried so hard, but I just
like women can't say they don't
and pretend like nothing hapcan't put the blame on me. Not
know, as I drop it in within the
pened, you wish inexplicable
first few minutes of conversation only am I successful but I'm in
pain on the vermin who flaunt
that I'm a successful graduate
darn good shape. I go to the
their existential happiness
student, primed to be a nourish- gym every morning to work out
in front ol you. This striking
— just ask the 58 year old guy
ing professional after leaving
reminder of your singlchood is
this place. I even have fun little
that I see there every morning.
like playing roshambow when
hobbies on the side. Being a pop When I showed up to my midvon don't go first, a sobering
term straight from the gym, havpop-up ad thai alerts you to your culture connoisseur and avid
ing ran 5 miles and drenched in
relationship failures before you
graphic literature reader seems

i

DELTA SIGMA PI
COW PLOT FOR THE KIDS 2007

FREE drinks and snacks will be provided as well as
other games and activities.
Tickets are $10 each
To help out please contact Allyson
at (419) 575-1151 or arife@bgsu.edu
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women and tell them I'm the one for
them, they beg to differ."
beads of sweat from head to toe,
I saw all the ladies in the room
give me a quick stare. As I looked
through my soaked hair and
felt my racing heart against my
weeks old, sweat stained tank
top. I knew just what those girls
were thinking. As I took off my
uncomfortable, ancient pair of
lucky running shoes, I saw those
girls around me give an extra
glance, like I said. I'm in darn
good shape.
Clearly I'm meeting the wrong
types of women. All the ladies
I've met here are thin, tall, short,
serious, egocentric, shallow,
arrogant, overweight, have large

eyebrows, career-driven, energetic, boring, fashion obsessed,
or dit/y. Who wants to talk to
someone like that?
So maybe I'm giving up. I'm
done asking out every girl I see
at the Union, post office, mall,
bank, behind Commons, elevators, hallways, closets, sidewalks,
or classrooms. Every time I
strike up a conversation with a
lady it just goes nowhere. I can't
help it if women don't find the
social reflection dominant in
graphic literature as stimulating
as me or don't enjoy debating
the justification of realism to
the authenticity of fiction's film

1 have never hated Canada so
much in my life.
let me tell you a little story
about why Canada is the new
number I bane of my
existence.
I'm pretty much positive
most of you can relate to my
"poor-college-student" status.
I know someone out there can
relate to my 'up-unlil-an-hourago-l-had-four-dollars-to-myname" status. Whichever one
rings that little imaginary bell in
your head I can almost guarantee this will tick you off...

After days of ignoring the
growing pile of laundry in
the corner of my dorm room
the stench finally became too
strong to tolerate. So, with
much muttering and teeth
grinding, I cashed in my 4
crumpled dollars for a pocketful of quarters and lugged my
heaping bag of laundry down
three llights of stairs.
Carefully considering bow
my quarters would be rationed
(and knowing the washer cosl
an outrageous SI .25) I mustered up the few math skills I
do have and figured that would

two dryers I allotle'd 3 quarters
for the colors and 2 for my
whiles.
That left me with one security quarter in case one of the
loads needed a little extra dryer
lovin' after their first toss.
When I returned to my
clothes I was on my cell
phone like any rational female
undergraduate. I reached in
the dryer containing colors
and felt icky dampness. I dug
for the remaining quarter
and inserted il into the slot.
Remember, I was engaged in

leave me with 6 quarters for

probably about what a rip off
school laundry mats arel and I
wasn't paying much attention.
When (he quarter came back
out I re-inserted it without
care. However, the quarter

a vital conversation (hmm...

the dryer.
After about 45 minutes 1
returned to my rain-fresh
scented wet clothes. After
cramming the wet clothes into

NO "PHARM" ON OUR FARMS.
How our chicken is raised, naturally, makes all the difference.
In fact, both the chicken and pork we serve in Bowling Green
are free of antibiotics and added growth hormones,
fed a vegetarian diet and raised humanely.
We think that meat raised naturally is better.
Serving naturally raised meat is another step in our
ongoing Food With Integrity journey - bringing you
the best ingredients from the best sources.

- SERVING ANTIBI01IC-FREE CHICKEN IN BOWLING GREEN WDDSTER
*-t•
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adaptations.
Don't lose sleep on my
account, I'm fine. Clearly I'm
just a strong, well-refinetl man
and I'm line that half the world's
population can't recognize that.
Bad luck, I suppose.
But can we all agree to stop
with the PDA? I loncstly I'm a
likable guy (see above! but if I
catch you doing this I will curse
you. I will wish misfortune on
your very existence and post
anonymous, uncomfortable
remarks all over your Pacebook
profile. Plus you're not cool for
smooching in public. Everyone
knows a girl liberal enough to
kiss in public is a prude in private. Its a famous line... from

somewhere.
Oieg Chick (gcbickQbgsuedij) is looking lot the perfect goubl this Halloween
weekend.

Canadian coins induce stress on students

Saturday, October 27 from 3-6pm
at Webster Elementary School
Delia Sigma Pi is reaming up with Make-A-Wish Foundation
of Northwest Ohio to raise money for 5 year-old Alex
and gel his one wish, to go to Disney World with his family.
Alex will be attending that day so please come and show him
your support.

For some reason every time I talk to

&

C,A M
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relumed again.
I then directed my complete attention to the resistant
quarter and spit out a curse.
I (Hiking hack at me was not tin1
great (leorgc Washington but
a tutting Caribou [Yeah, that's
right — I was licked off enough
to investigate what animal is on
their currency).
It was this moment that I
came to understand the conspiracy that has been going on
for years. It has been happening right under our noses and
no one has caught on.
Until today.

INSIDE: I 'ic rest ol this column can
be lead .it www bejnews coin. Send
feedback 10 Any Dillon at adillon^bosu
edu
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Q: What did the skeleton say to the vampire?
A: You suck.
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Desperate attempts to find the right woman leave students loveless
can click out of it.

to me to be admirable traits
I ley, it's not like I necessarily
in a man. but for some reason
want to be single. When I wake
women around here don't see
up in the morning and look in
things that way.
the mirror. I can't help hut think.
Then you'd have to say that
"dang Greg, women should be
women are supposed to love
all over you.'' lor some reason
a guy who's in touch with his
every time I talk to women and
feelings, liul I put myself out
It'sa situation we've all been in
tell them I'm the one for them,
there on I acehook as having
before. You're walking to class,
they beg to differ. I low can any"The Notebook" and "City of
sitting and sipping a coffee, or
one expect to know what goes
Angels' as my favorite movtrj inn '0 mind your own busion in the mind of anyone that's
ies and Savage Garden as my
ness, and then out of nowhere
not a man?
favorite band, but the ladies
You would think knowing who won't respond lo friend requests,
your eyes wander to some
couple making out.
I am and where I'm at would be
pokes, or my daily requests for a
Before you suavely turn away
enough for most women. It's rtol date. What gives?
and pretend like nothing haplike women can't say they don't
I've tried so hard, but I just
pened, you wish inexplicable
know, as I drop it in within the
caul put the blame on me. Not
pain on the vermin who flaunt
first few minutes of conversation only am I successful but I'm in
theii existential happiness
that I'm a successful graduate
darn good shape. I goto the
in from of you. This sinking
Student, primed to be a flourish- gym ever) morning to work out
reminder of your singtehood is
ing professional after leaving
— just ask the 58 year old guy
like playing rushambow when
Ibis place. I even have fun little
thai I see there every morning.
you don't go first, a sobering
hobbies on the side. Being a pop When 1 showed up to my midpop-Up ad dial alerts you to your culture connoisseur and avid
tei m straight from the gym. havrelationship failures before you
graphic literature reader seems
ing ran ."> miles and drenched in
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FREE drinks and snacks will be provided os well as
other games and activities.
Tickets are SI0 each
To help out please contact Allyson
at (419) 575-1151 or arife@bgsu.edu

I have never haled Canada so
much in my life.
I«t me tell you a little siory
about why Canada is the new
number I bane of my
existence.
I'm pretty much positive
most of you can relate to my
"poor-college-student" status.
I know someone out there can

relate to my "up-until-an-hour-
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women and tell them I'm the one for
them, they beg to differ."
beads of sweat from head to toe,
I saw all the ladies in the room
give me a quick slare. As I looked
through my soaked hair and
felt my racing heart against my
weeks old, sweat stained tank
top, I knew jusl what those girls
were thinking. As I took off my
uncomfortable, ancient pair of
lucky running shoes, I saw those
girls around me give an exlra
glance. like 1 said, I'm in darn
good shape.
Clearly I'm meeting the wrong
types of women. All the ladies
l\ e inel here are thin, tall, short,
serious, egocentric, shallow,
arrogant, overweight, have large

eyebrows, career-driven, energetic, boring, fashion obsessed,
or ditzy. Who wants to talk to
someone like that?
So maybe I'm giving up. I'm
done asking out every girl I see
at the Union, post office, mall,
hank, behind (lommons, elevators, hallways, closets, sidewalks,
or classrooms. Every time I
strike up a conversation with a
lady ii jusl goes nowhere. I Can't
help it if women don't find the
social reflection dominant in
graphic literature as stimulating
as me or don't enjoy debating
the justification of realism to
the authenticity of fiction's film

adaptations.
Don't lose sleep on my
account, I'm fine. Clearly I'm
jusl a strong, well-refined man
and I'm line that half the world's
population can't recognize that.
Bad luck, I suppose.
Bui can we all agree to stop
with the PDA? Honestly I'm a
likable guy (sec above) but if 1
catch you doing this I will curse
you. I will wish misfortune on
your very existence and post
anonymous, uncomfortable
remarks all over your Facebook
profile. Plus you're not cool for
smooching in public. Everyone
knows a girl liberal enough to
kiss in public is a prude in private. It's a famous line... from
somewhere.

Gieg Chick (gchickQbgsuedu) is looking \oi (he perfect gouhl (his Halloween
weekend.

Canadian coins induce stress on students

Saturday, October 27 from 3-6pm
at Webster Elementary School
Delta Sigma Pi is teaming up with Makc-A-Wish FourxJation'
of Northwest Ohio to raise money for 5 year-old Alex
and get his one wish, to go to Disney World with his family.
Alex will be attending that day so please come and show him
your support.

"For some reason every time I talk to

ago-l-had-four-dollars-to-niyname" status. Whichever one
rings that little imaginary bell In
your head I can almost guarantee this will tick you off...

After days of ignoring the
growing pile of laundry in
the corner of my dorm room
the stench finally became too
strong to tolerate. So, with
much muttering and teeth
grinding, I cashed in my 4
crumpled dollars for a pocketful of quarters and lugged my
heaping hag of laundry down
three flights of stairs.
Carefully considering how
my quarters would be rationed
(and knowing the washer cost
an outrageous SI.25) I mustered up the lew math skills I
do have and figured that would
leave me with 6 quarters for
the dryer.
After about 45 minutes I
returned to my rain-fresh
scented wet clothes. Alter
cramming the wet dollies into

two dryers I allotted :i quarters
for the colors and 2 for my
whiles.
That left me with one security quarter in case one of the
loads needed a little extra dryei
lovin' after their first toss.
When I returned to unclothes I was on my cell
phone like any rational female
undergraduate. I reached in
the dryer containing colors
and felt icky dampness. I dug
for the remaining quarter
and inserted it into the slot.
Remember, I was engaged in
a vital conversation (hmni...
probably about what a rip off
school laundry mats are! and I
wasn't paying much attention.
when die quarter came back
out I re-inserted it without
care. However, the quartet

returned again.
I then directed my complete attention to the resistant
quarter and spit out a curse,
looking hack at me was not the
great George Washington but
a %ff!ing Caribou (Yeah, that's
right — I was licked off enough
to investigate what animal is on
their currency).
It was this moment that I
came to understand the conspiracy that has been going on
for years. It has been happening right under our noses and
no one has caught on.
Until today.
INSIDE: flie i«l ol this column can
be read al www bcjnews.com Send
feedback to Amy Dillon at adiHon£bgsu
edu

NO "PHARM" ON OUR FARMS.
How our chicken is raised, naturally, makes all the difference.
In fact, both the chicken and pork we serve in Bowling Green
are free of antibiotics and added growth hormones,
fed a vegetarian diet and raised humanely.
We think that meat raised naturally is better.
Serving naturally raised meat is another step in our
ongoing Food With Integrity journey - bringing you
the best ingredients from the best sources.

- SERVING ANTIBIOTIC-FREE CHICKEN IN BOWLING GREEN WDDSTER
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Residents Evacuate
Firefighters still fighting blaze in California
By Allison Hoffman and Gillian
Flaccus
The Associated Press

that have engulfed Southern
California lo al least .'fOO.OOO.
By day three, the do/en wildfires had burned 1,200 homes
and businesses and set 245,957
acres — 384 square miles —

ablaze, and the destruction
may only be the start for the

region, yesterday's forecast

White House severely edits
testimonies on global warming
By H. JoMf H.b.rt
The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — Thousands
more residents were ordered
10 evacuate their homes yesterday, bringing the number of people chased awaj
by the wind-whipped flames

called for hotter temperatures
and more explosive Santa
Ana gusts.
The blazes bedeviled firelighters as walls of flame
whipped from mountain pass
es to the edges ol the slates celebrated coastline, spreading so
quickly thai even hotels serving as temporary shelters lot
evacuees had to he evacuated.
Marilee Bishop of Running
Springs and her II) year-old
daughter Erica rubbed their
red eyes yesterday morning as
they woke up in a Wal-Mart
parking lot where they spent
the night after being forced to
leave their home.
"No one ever expects
something like this to happen to them." said Bishop, as
thick smoke rose in the skies
behind her.
As the fires spread, most
out of control, smaller blazes
were merging into larger, more
fearsome ones. Evacuations
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FIRE CONTINUES: 'slighter lights the blare in eastern Orange County. Calif.
Monday 500.000 Southern California residents have been forced to flee their homes
were being announced In one
community after another as
firefighters found themselves
overwhelmed by gale-force
Santa Ana winds, some gosling to 70mph.
San Diego Mayor lerry
Sanders pleaded with residents
to stay off cell phones so emergency crews could do their
work. At least 274,000 homes—
about 300,000 people — were
asked to clear out in San Diego
County alone, he said. Officials
cautioned that more evacuations could be necessary, as the
fires carved a path yesterday
toward populated areas.
"Please stay at home today if
you can," he said. "Stay off the
freeways. Allow our emergency
vehicles and people needing
in evacuate to move around
freely."
President Bush declared a

federal emergency for seven
counties, a move that will
speed disaster-relief efforts. He
also sent federal disaster officials to California. He did not
plan to visit the area himself,
fearing his visit would detract
from firefighting efforts.
'All of us across this nation
are concerned for the families
who have lost their homes and
the many families who have
been evacuated from their
homes," Bush said yesterday.
"We send the help of the federal government."
Fire crews and fleeing residents described desperate conditions that were sure to get
worse. Temperatures across
Southern California were about
10 degrees above average and
See FIRE I Page 12

WASHINGTON — The White
House severely edited congressional testimony given yesterday by the director of the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention on the impact
of climate change on health,
removing specific scientific
references to potential health
risks, according to two sources
familiar with the documents.
Dr. Julie Gerberding, director of the Atlanta-based CDC,
the government's premier disease monitoring agency, told
a Senate hearing that climate
change "is anticipated to have
a broad range of impacts on the
health of Americans."
But her prepared testimony
was devoted almost entirely to
the CDC's preparation, with
few details on what effects climate change could have on the
spread of disease. Only during
questioning did she describe
some specific diseases that
likely would be affected, again
without elaboration.
Her testimony before the
Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee had much
less information on health
risks than a much longer draft
version Gerberding submitted to the White House Office
of Management and Budget
for review in advance of her
appearance.
"It was eviscerated," said a
CDC official, familiar with both
versions, who spoke on condition of anonymity because
of the sensitive nature of the

'These are potential things you can expect...
In some of these areas it's not a question
of if, it's a question of who, what, how and
when."
Dr. Julie Gerberding | Director of Atlanta- based CDC

review process.
The official said that while it
is customary for testimony to
be changed in a White House
review, these changes were
particularly "heavy-handed,"
with the document cut from its
original 14 pages to four. It was
six pages as presented to the
Senate committee.
The OMB had no comment on Gerberding's testimony. Gerberding could not
be reached late yesterday for
comment.
"We generally don't speculate
and comment on anything until
it is the final product," OMB
spokesman Sean Kevelighan
said in reference to the draft
testimony. He added that OMB
reviews take into consideration
"whether they ... line up well
with the national priorities of
the administration."
Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.,
the committee chairman, in
a statement yesterday night
said the Bush administration
"should immediately release
Dr. Gerberding's full, uncut
statement, because the public
has a right to know all the facts
about the serious threats posed
by global warming."
The Bush administration
has been trying to defend itself

for months from accusations
that it has put political pressure on scientists to emphasize the uncertainties of global
warming. Earlier this year a
House committee heard testimony from climate scientists
who complained the Bush
administration had sought frequently to manage or influence
their statements and public
appearances.
The White House in the past
has said it has only sought to
provide a balanced view of the
climate issue.
The CDC is part of the
Health and Human Services
Department and its congressional testimony, as is normal
with all agencies, is routinely
reviewed by OM B.
Copies of the original testimony already had been sent to
a number of associated health
groups representing states,
county and city health agencies
that the CDC routinely coordinates with, a CDC official said.
CDC
spokesman
Tom
Skinner sought to play down
the White House changes. He
called Gerberding's appearance before the Senate panel
See TESTIMONY I Page 12

Co-defendants plead guilty in 0J. Simpson case
By Ken Rittar
The Associated Press
US VEGAS — Two co-defendants pleaded guilty to reduced
charges yesterday in the O.I.
Simpson armed robbery case,
agreeing to testify against
Simpson and three others in the
alleged hotel room theft of sports
collectibles from two memorabilia dealers.
"Guilty, sir," said Walter
Alexander, who entered the plea
to felony conspiracy to commit
robbery. Minutes later, Charles
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Cashmore pleaded guilty to felony accessory to robbery during
a separate arraignment.
Clark
County
District
Attorney David Roger agreed to
drop charges including kidnapping, armed robbery, assault
with a deadly weapon and conspiracy against both men. Both
men remained free pending
sentencing.
A Clark County court judge,
Kevin
Williams,
ordered
Cashmore released from house
arrest. Roger 'said Cashmore
could get probation or up to one
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"... the district
attorney is looking to
make a case against
O.J. Simpson..."
Yale Galanter | Lawyet
to five years in prison at sentencing, which will come after an
April 15 status check.
The district attorney said he
would seek a suspended sentence for Alexander, which could

get him probation instead of one
to six years in prison.
Simpson, 60, of Miami, and
the other three co-defendants
did not have to appear while
Alexander and
Cashmore
entered their pleas.
Simpson's lawyer Gabriel
Grasso said there have been no
discussions with Roger on any
plea deal for Simpson.
Simpson's
lawyer
Yale
Galanter criticized the district
See SIMPSON I Page 12

Visit
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BIG on Ideas?
t Ideas are the essence of the entrepreneurial
mindset. Take an entrepreneurship class and join
the minor to generate ideas and pursue
opportunities that "Change the World!"
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SIDELINES
NO. 12 FIGHTING IRISH 4, FALCONS 2

BG can't overcome luck of Irish
Falcons don't get breaks,
Notre Dame capitalizes

VOLLEYBALL
Falcons need fans
to "Jam the Gym."
tonight

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

The BG women's volleyball
team takes on first-place
Miami at Anderson Arena.
The Falcons are in second
place and have a chance to
sweep the Red Hawks for the
regular season. The match
starts at 7 p.m.

MEN S GOLF
Austin Peay
Classic completely
cancelled
After two straight days of
rain Monday and Tuesday, the
outing was completely called
off. The Falcons will finish
their season this weekend at
the MAC/Big East Challenge
in Orlando. Fla.

FOOTBALL
Buckeyes face tough
crowd at Penn State
Veteran OSU players
remember what it was like to
play at Penn State.
Page 10
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SO CLOSE: Falcons forward Jacob Cepis watches his shot deflect olf Notre Dame goalie Joidan Peaice. The Falcons had 20 shots on goal in

TODAY

The BG hockey team fell to Notre
Dame last night by a score of 4-2 in
the first Central Collegiate I lockey
Association match of the year for
each team.
The Fighting Irish, ranked 12th
in the nation coming into the
game, came out slowly in the first
period, a common trait for them so
far this season. BG played well in
the first 10 minutes of the period,
but missed several opportunities.
Among these missed chances
was a Derek Whitmore shot off
the crossbar that brought the
University Ice Arena crowd alive
early in trie game.
Nonetheless, Falcon forward
Dan Sexton rewarded fans in
attendance with five minutes left
in the first period when he took a
back-door pass in the left slot from
Derek Whitmore. Sexton fired the
puck into the net after receiving
help from his teammates who
were screening Notre Dame goalie
Jordan Pence, and then celebrated
by proudly pointing to the large
Falcon on his jersey.
The crowd's noise level dropped
slightly three minutes later When
Mark Van Guilder, the Fighting
Irish captain, flipped the puck
over BG goalie limmy Spratt's
right shoulder. However, about
a minute before this game-tying
goal, something else occurred that
helped to change the momentum
of the game.

K.ii Kantola, one of Bowling
Green's top forwards this year,
crushed Irish defenseman Ijike
Lucyk along the boards ;ind
received a five minute major with
a game disqualification.
"Unfortunately for our team, it
kind of took the wind out of our
sails," Whitmore said. "Still, it's a
(«) minute hockey game, and you
ain't let five minutes affect how
you go about your business."
Whitmore, a tri-captain this
year, would put his team back
on top early in the second period
with a breakaway goal that came
during a delayed penalty call. The
tally was the first that Notre Dame
has allowed in the second period
through five games this season.
Sexton also assisted on this play
for Whitmore, giving the new line
of Sexton. Whitmore. and I'odd
Mcllrath instant chemistry.
"It was the first time we ever
played on a line in a game together." Whitmore said. "Danny's a
tenacious hockey player who's
always flying around, and that's
the guy you want to have on your
line who's going to go into comers
to get the pucks to you."
After the second WhitmoreSexton point combination, however, all the scoring became the
luck of the Irish.
Garten Regan scored a minute
after Whitmore when he slid the I
puck past a sprawling Spratt to
See HOCKEY | Page 10

the game and had a hard time getting pressure on the Itish as the game went on

Men's Soccer:
vs. Detroit Mercy. 3 p.m.
Volleyball:
vs. Miami: 7 p.m.

Penalties wear out Falcons,

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History

take away energy late

1984 ■ Steffi Graf plays in

By Colin Wilson

her first professional tennis

Sports Editor

match.
1964-The 18th Olympic
games close at Tokyo, Japan.
1939 - Joe DiMaggio wins
the American League MVP
award. Jimmie Foxx is the
runner-up.

The List
With Ohio State and Boston
College a surprising No. 1 and
2 we give you the top five
teams who can remove them

Hockey teams try to play their
best hockey in the third period. BG came out flat in the final
frame last night and it seemed
like there was nothing it could do
to get out of a 4-2 deficit.
Notre Dame scored late in the
second period to go ahead for
good and seemed all but content
with the one-goal lead it had at
the time. For most of the third
period, the Irish clogged the middle on the defensive end and set
up a neutral zone trap.
"We just kind of got away from
what we were trying to do," said

"They did play a
pretty good trap there
and that's hard to get
through but we've got
to adapt to that."
ue-e> iVh tmore \ 8G forward

tri-captain Derek Whitmore.
"They did play a pretty good
trap there and that's hard to get
through but we've got to adapt
to that."
The Falcons dumped the
puck, but had a hard time getting it out of the corner and set-

ting up their offense. Some of
that had to do with losing one
of their better fore-checkers in
Kai Kantola to a game disqualification for a check from behind.
Constant penalties didn't help
much either.
"The ability that we had to win
a lot of puck battles we had early
in the game wasn't there," said
BG coach Scott Paluch. "A lot of
it had to do with the amount of
time we spent killing penalties
in the first half of the game."
The Falcons had 10 penalties
in the first period alone and
spent a total of 29 minutes of the
See THIRD | Page 10

from their respective perches.
1.Va. Tech: Their pass
defense can cause problems
for BC's Matt Ryan (below)
tomorrow. This will be a great
ACC matchup.

2. Michigan: They're
back in the top 20 and
probably have their sights on
the Buckeyes in the season's
final game.

3. Penn State: This is
an away game for OSU and
they lost in Happy Valley two
years ago. Let's see if the Lions
can hold them Saturday.

4. Florida State/
Miami: Boston College
is and never will consider
either of these teams an easy
win. They'd love to knock the
Eagles out of the No. 1 spot

5. Wisconsin: If the
good Wisconsin shows up, the
Buckeyes could have trouble.
If it's the Wisconsin team that
lost to Illinois and got blown
out by Penn State, that could
be a different story.

i

Equestrian team competes at Miami,
receives ribbons for good performance
By Jordan Cravana
Reporter

The BG equestrian team recently kicked off its competition
season with numerous participants earning ribbons.
Composed of two separate
teams, the English and Western
who practice and compete separately.
The team is not officially recognized by the University, but
still competes against other
universities.
To open up this year's season,
the Western team traveled to
Wilmington College of Ohio to
compete in a stock seat double
header on Oct. 6.
Earning third-place ribbons
in the beginner walk trot category were Sarah Stefan and
Natalie Geis.
Kayla Baumgardner garnered a second place ribbon
in the Intermediate I category
and Sarah Colbry took third in
Intermediate II competition.
The English team began competition at Miami University

PH0I0 PROVIDED
UP AMD OVER: Joy Harris performs in the BG Equestrian Team's competition ai Miami
last weekend

in a hunt seat show on Oct. 13
and 14.
Top performers for the first
day of competition included
Joy Harris in second place in
the novice fences and Brenda
Wilson in third place in the
walk trot.
On the second day of equine

competition, Harris placed
third in novice fences, while
teammate Kristin Hater captured the third place ribbon in
the advanced walk trot canter.
In the walk trot, BG swept
See SHOW | Page 10
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PACKING IT IN: Cleveland Indians pitcher Jake Westbiook cleans out his locket at Jacobs
Field, Monday The Indians fell 11-2 to the Red Sox to end then season

Indians not ready to
celebrate season yet
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CI.EVF.DAND — Sometime in
the future, once the biting sting of
defeat eases, the Cleveland Indians
will look back on a 2007 season
that began in falling snow and
ended with a stunning collapse.
They'll savor all the good
moments.
Not just yet.
"Maybe in a week or so I'll be
able to reflect back and be like.
'Wow, we had a pretty good season
for a team that's come a long way,'"
Indians pitcher C.C. Sabathia said.
"But right now it still hurts."
Yesterday, just hours after their
October odyssey stopped one
win shy of the World Series with a
Game 7 loss in the AL championship series at Boston, the Indians
gathered for the final time at Jacobs
Field.
Silence replaced the usual
laughter in the clubhouse, where
teammates spent six months playing cards, dueling each other in
video games and hanging out. The
screech of packing tape was the
prevailing sound.
But as they boxed up belongings
and headed separate ways, the
Indians, who won 96 games during the regular season, captured
an AL Central title, knocked off the
New York Yankees in the playoffs

and pushed the Red Sox to the
brink of elimination, reflected on
progress and possibilities.
"We've got a lot of great young
players," first baseman Ryan Garko
said. "We have a lot of kids. This is
our first full season, myself included. We learned a lot about ourselves and what it's like to play in
the big leagues.
"We could be having games and
seasons like that for a long time to
come. 1 lopefully. we can keep getting back to the playoffs and Game
7s—and win a few."
11 K iki11;: for its first World Series
nip since 1997, Cleveland was
beaten 11-2 on Sunday night at
throbbing Fenway Park, which
swayed after the final out as some
of the Red Sox danced an Irish jig
in the infield.
The kick-in-the-gut ending
could have been avoided. The
Indians held a 3-1 series lead and
had their top starters — Sabathia
and Fausto Carmona — on the
mound in Games 5 and 6. But the
Indians' aces folded under pressure, and went a combined 0-3
witha 12J56 ERA in the series.
Two of Cleveland's biggest bats,
DH Travis Harrier (.148) and center
fielder Grady Sizemore (222), feJl
silent, too. After hitting a homer in
the first inning of Game 1, Hafher
went 3-for-26, and struck out 10
times in one 16 at-bat stretch.
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en up and gain experience as
the season progresses.
As a member organization of
the Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association, both the English
and Western teams face the
same opponents including:
Wilmington. Miami, Olterbein
and find lay.
In havingsuch a small team of
20 members, 15 on the English
team and five on the Western,
BG does not have the numbers
to win a competition as a team,
so instead competes on a more
individual level.
"Right now it's mostly for an
individual level because we
don't have enough people to
win as a team,'' I larris said.
In addition to improving
their riding skills and hoping

From Page 9
the top three spots, with Brians
Ambrosic taking first. Caitlin
Callahan second and Brenda
Wilson in third place.
In English style competition,
riders attempt jumps and wear
hunt coats and ride on a smaller
saddle.
While in Western Style riders complete patterns on a bigtier saddle and wear a much
different outfit with chaps, a
flashy metallic shirt and a
cowboy hat.
"It was pretty good for our
first show." Harris said.
She added thai team mem
hers are beginning to strength-

THIRD
From Page 9
game in the box.
Whatever the reason. B(i
couldn't adjust. And although
they took half their shots on
goal in the third period, scoring
< fiances weren't plentiful.
The Falcons spent a lot of
lime in the second period on
the penalty kill, that may have
affected power play chances
late in the game. I hey cnuldn'1

keep control long enough to set

up scoring chances.
"What you saw on the power
plays was out inability to siis
lain pressure," I'alucb said.
We just didn't have the puck
enough tonight"
Its also hard for players who
don't skate on special teams
to play shorter minutes and
spend more time on the bench
than they're used to.
"It keeps some pretty skilled
guys off the ice." Whitmore
said. "Its hard to finish at the
end of the game when you're
not going for M) minutes."
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Buckeyes must show
patience at Happy Va

HOCKEY
From Page 9
make it 2-2. Ilien, near the end
of <ui intense second period, I A an
Itankin scored the game-winning
goal when his shot found its way
under Sprall's pads. However,
Paluch didn't lay much of the
blame for the loss on his goalie.
"I thought limmy was fine,"
Paluch said. "The one caught him
by surprise in the second period,
but other than that he was fine."
Erik Condra notched a shorthanded marker with five minutes
remaining in the third period,
effectively putting the game out
of reach for BG.
We played BG at the end of
last year, and those were two of
the toughest games we had the
whole second half," Notre Dame
coach Jeff Jackson said. T knew
they were going to be tough, and
I don't look at rankings because
you can throw those right out the
window."
However, the Falcons will obviously need to prove themselves in
the CCHA before they can think

about doing any of that Spending

Now
Renting
SHUT

to gain more members, the
team would like to be recognized as an organization by the
University this school year.
"Our biggest goal this year
is to be recognized and funded as on organization by the
University," Harris said.
Despite having a smaller
team. Harris noted this year's
season has already been an
improvement from last year.
"We have definitely gained
a lot more experienced riders."
she said.
And the team has come a long
way from starting out as a trail
riding club, called "Boots and
Saddles," just four years ago,
which has now blossomed into
a competitive team.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

half the game sitting in the penalty box is not exactly a way to
accomplish this, something that
Paluch is aware of.
"I thought we had the right
energy and the right focus at the
start of the game." Paluch said.
"Ultimately the penalties that we
took kind of look a little steam oul
of our team when we were forced
to play too many players early on
in the game."

FALCONS
vs.
OHIO
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27 - 6pm
DOYT PERRY STADIUM

CHRIS GARDN£R , AP PHOTO

ROWDY: In this Oct 8.2005 (ile pholo. Penn State students cheer as they wait in line to enter Beaver Stadium hours before the Starr o'
the Penn State Ohio State football game in State College. Pa.

Rowdy fans will be in OSU's face all game at Penn State
By Rusty Millar
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio — ()hio Stale
comerback Malcolm Jenkins will
never forget his first White (hit.
Besides, it may help hitri get
ready for his second one. corning
up Saturday night at Perm State.
The memory is still vivid from
two years later: around 21.(XX)
fans in the Nittany lions student
section wearing hlindingfy white
shins, stomping their feet, roaring until they were hoarse,
liven before the sixth-ranked
Buckeyes could warm up for No.
I (> tain Slate, the Buckeyes knew
they wen' in for a long night.
"The craziest thing was that
dicy had fans lined up from our
locker room to the field." lenkins
said yesterday, shaking his head
at the recollection. That's probably the first lime — the only time
— that's ever hap|X'ned. ...I'eople
cursing you and spitting at you,
and things like thai."
One fan singled out lenkins
and reminded him of a punt he'd
fumbled several weeks before.
(Ithers screamed at the Buckev !"•.
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OLD AND OLDER: Ohio State head
coach Jim Tiessel. left, and Penn State head
coach Joe Patemo meet on the field m tins
Sept 25.2006 photo OSU and Penn State
face off Saturday
while others seemed far more
threatening.
Tyler Whaley. a backup lullhack for the current top-ranked
Buckeyes (8-0. 4-0 Big Tin), said
it was like running a gauntlet. I le
said he expects more of the same
when Ohio State plays the 2-lthranked Nittany I ions (6-2.3-2) on
Saturday night.
They're going to lx' right in
your lace and ihey're going to be

tempting you," Whaley said of
the Nittany IJons' feverish fans
"You might get a smack on the
helmet or on the back You have
to keep your cool right then and
then'. You don't ever want to give
your foots up to somebody by the
concession stand as you go out to
prepare for such a big game."
Still, getting to the field was Ihe
easy |xin in 2005. Then Ohio State
had to play the Nittany lions and
ended up with a 17-10 loss.
This weekend's game will lx' the
Buckeyes' fourth night game of
the season. Coach Jim Tressd said
then' an- several reasons why fans
seem to lx' more volatile, louder
and mOR jacked up for the football version of Saturday night live.
T think they make a day of
it. They begbl their enthusiasm
and it just grows." he said, a smile
playing on his lips as be hinted
that some fans might lx' drink
ing something stronger than nxit
beer to get up for the game. By II
o'clock, their enthusiasm is overSewing. Perhaps they sit in the
tailgate lots and watch the games
and gel excited about the competition on 'IV and all that stuff."
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Watson helps Bengals get
their running game back

Wednesday. October 2-1.200711

Instant replay may come soon
but its too late for Cleveland
By Tim D,ihlberg
The Associated Press

By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — With their
offensive line finally intact, the
Cincinnati Bengals' offense is upand-running. They'll find out
soon whether it's too late to
make a difference.
The Bengals rushed for a
season-high 177 yards Sunday
during a 38-31 victory over the
New York lets, ending their fourgame losing streak. For the first
time all season, the Bengals (24) showed a little balance.
"That's usually how we run
games," said right tackle Willie
Anderson, who played with foot
and knee injuries.
Until Sunday, it hadn't been
their style this season. The
Bengals went into the game
with an offense that was totally
out of whack.
Cincinnati
had
become
one-dimensional.
relying
almost exclusively at times
on Carson Palmer's passes to
receivers Chad Johnson and T.|.
Houshmandzadch. The Bengals
had 1,424 yards in the air, only
411 on the ground in the first five
games.
When the lets stacked their
defense to cover Johnson and
lloushmandzadeh, the Bengals
committed themselves to running the ball behind an offensive
line that included all five starters
for the first lime this season.
The result was impressive.
Kenny Watson ran for a careerhigh 130 yards and three touchdowns, filling in for the injured
Rudi Johnson. The Bengals ran
the ball 41 times and threw it
only 21.
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KENNY PLEASE RUN THE BALL: Cincinnati Bengali running back Kenny Watson (55)
runs past a block by center Eric Ghiaouc during a game against the New York Jets. Sunday

They'll need to run the ball
again Sunday in a pivotal game
against Pittsburgh (4-2), which
can contain Palmerand the passing game if that's all the Bengals
have going for themselves. A victory over the Sleelers would move
the Bengals to within one game of
the first place in the AFC North.
"It's big," coach Marvin Lewis
said. "It's something that for
the last three years, we've really
looked at hard in this division. To
have a chance to be successful
in our division, you've got to be
able to run the football efficiently. We don't want it to become
a one-dimensional game for us

offensively.'
The Bengals struggled to run

the kill earlier in the season in
part because the offensive line
was regularly getting shuffled.
Anderson, left tackle Ievi Jones
and center Brie Cihiaciuc all
missed games.
All three were in the lineup
for the first time Sunday, and it
showed.
Palmer completed a 56-yard
pass to Johnson on the second
series, but the lets did a good
job covering the receivers the
rest of the half. So, Cincinnati
decided to come out running in
the second half.
On their possession, Watson
carried the ball 10 times for 55
yards inra 14-play, 76-yard drive
lo a touchdown. It set a tone.
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They'll emerge from their deep
depression sometime early
next spring because that's the
time baseball fans always find
renewal. One day the skies will
turn from gray to blue, pitchers and catchers will report in
Winter Haven, Fla., and only
the most bitter in Cleveland
will still be blaming loel
Skinner.
Between nowand then there
will be some painful times,
none so painful as tonight
when the Red Sox open at
WINSIOW TOWNSON
.'.:
home in Boston against the
Colorado Rockies in the first BAD CALL Umpire Brian Gorman, right, calls Cleveland Indians' Kenny Lofton oul trying
game of the World Series.
to stretch a hit to a double alter being lagged by Boston Red Sox second baseman Dustin
If anyone in Cleveland is Pedroia (15) in the fifth inning of Game 7 of the ALCS
watching on television, they'll
stretch a single into a double
ihe Indians might well be in
be doing so at their own risk.
with his team down 3-1 in the
the World Series no matter how
The image of Skinner holdfifth inning of Game 7.
many runners Skinner held at
ing both arms in the air will be
Manny
Ramirez
played
third base.
replayed just as sure as camLofton's shot off the Green
Not only that, if instant
eras will incessantly show B-list
Monster perfectly and threw
replay was in use they might
celebrities who just happen to
well have been playing the San
a strike to second base to get
have television shows on FOX.
Lofton. But replays showed
Diego Padres. Padres fans are
Following that, we're sure to be
that the tag by Dustin Pedroia
still trying to come to terms
treated to a shot of an increduwith Matt Holliday's phantom
missed Lofton's outstretched
lous Kenny Lofton glaring at
hand and he touched the bag
tag of home, while people in
the third-base coach.
before it hit his body.
Cleveland will have a long,
Cleveland fans have a right
With instant replay, the call
cold winter to digest their own
to be angry after being so close.
would have been overturned
blown call.
Their starting pitchers should
It didn't get the attention
shoulder some of the burden,
and Cleveland would have had
a runner on second with no one
afterward because that was
but Skinner is an easy and conout. The next two batters both
focused on Skinner's decision
venient target.
singled, and the Indians would
to hold Lofton on third. But
While they're at it, though,
have tied the game at the very
who knows what might have
theyshouldchannelsomeofthat
happened had Lofton not been
anger Bud Selig's way. Without
least, and could very well have
gone ahead.
called out-when he tried to
his opposition to instant replay,

f

The BO News has 3 spring openings for a qualified
students to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
M'l K. Homier Street. Rowling (ireen, OH
Located Across From TMO Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE I41»I J54-22M
Hours- Monda) to Fridaj X:.<0- to 5:311 • Suturdaj - BJO to 5:00
ttwM.joliniH'MloH'rculfslate.con!

• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

Required Student Insurance Program
Spring 2008
Open Enrollment starts October 23, 2007
What you need to do!!
• If you have already waived out of the BGSU-oflered Student Insurance
for this year, you don't need lo do anything at this lime
• If you have not completed the Student Insurance process and are
a domestic student registered for 8 or more credit hours on main
campus, go to your MyBGSU web page and selecl Student Insurance
Requirement
• If you are an international student or you are unsure of what you need to
do, visit the Student Insurance Office at Room 134 of the Health Center
Building for assistance.
• You will need your insurance card lo complete the waiver form, if you do
not wanl to be enrolled in the student plan.
• If not waived by January 22. 2008 the Charge of $738 for the Spring/

Law School?

Summer coverage under Ihe BGSU-offered Student Insurance Plan will
be permanently placed on your Bursar Account

Student Insurance Office Room 134, Health Center Building
(419) 372-7495 - Fax (419) 372-4812 www.bgsu.edu/studentinsurance

Then plan to attend the Bowling Green State University Law Fair!
Meet with law school representatives from around the country, gather
admissions materials, learn about the law school admissions process.
This event is free and open to the public. If you're considering law
school in the near future, Don't MISS THIS PROGRAM!

What: Bowling Green State University Law Fair
♦ FREE
+ FREE
+ FREE
+ FREE
+ FREE
Mounting • Balancing • Valve Stems • Alignment Check • National Warranty

I ANTIFREEZE I MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE

M/C//«#«

Buy'our Micholin tires from °
IIRt MAN .tndyougct.

50 50 75
Ma
Retail

to

MllMl
Onwiiloails

FREE
Anti-Freeze Test

lv'""'$

f&«BoFF

wrw
i: with Tire Rotation*: I

When: Thursday, October 25,2007
11:00 am-1:00 pm
Where: Bowling Green State University
Bowen Thompson Student Union
201 Sky Bank Room

(iSj3i±f$ad|

I Centnll King 3115 King Rd.
IkUumM
532 Unas Ave
I Pwyttug
25998 N Dine Hoy
Iwoodn*
3725W*stonRd
Itfimk

MttMonrwSt

J

41W42-J47J Frwwnt
1925 W SHU St
4IM93-7242 VtatToitdo 2779 W Cent*
41W7M911 North TOWM 222 «VAMU
41S698-1863 South Toledo 750SReyndds
4
FrjnklinPir* 5022 MamS

7171 OcfiardCntr 419-861191911
419-332-3261 Hotand
S32llnoisAv«
419491-7973
419479-7010 Truck »Fim
999 S Main St
419-352-S7SBII
419476-7121 Bowling Gtwn
Monrao,
Michigan
1985
N
Telegraph
800496fl009|
419-535-3033
1194754671
VISIT US ON THE WEB O lh>tir«m>n com

For Further Details Contact:
Department of Legal Studies
264 Business Administration
419 - 372 - 2376
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FIRE
From Page 8
were expected to approach 100
degrees yesterday in Orange and
San Diego counties.
Deputies arrested two men
for looting in the community of
Hamona. and there were a handful of other looting cases reported, said San Diego Sheriff's l.t.
Mike.McClain.
The fires were exploding and
shooting embers in all directions, preventing crews from
forming traditional fire lines
and severely limiting aerial
bombardment, officials said.
"Lifesaving is our priority.
Getting people out from in front
of the lire — those have been our
priorities," said Capt. Don Camp,
a spokesman for the California
Department of Forestry and Hire
Protection.
Thousands
of residents
sought shelter at fairgrounds,
schools and community centers. The largest gathering was
at Qualcomm Stadium in San
Diego, where up to 10.000 evacuees anxiously watched the
stadium's television sets, hoping
for a glimpse of their neighborhood on the local news. Sanders
pleaded for donations of blankets, cots, pillows and food for
the people staying there, and
officials said more people were
expected to arrive, yesterday.
San Diego County was ablaze
from its rural north to its border
region with Mexico, where the
wildfires that started Sunday
claimed their only fatality to
date: Thomas Varshock, 52,
of Tecate, a town on the U.S.
side of the border southeast of
San Diego. Mis body was found
Sunday afternoon, the San Diego
County Medical Examiner's
Office said.
Forty-two people wereinjured,
16 of them firefighters.
In San Diego County, publicschools were closed, as were
campuses at the University of
California, San Diego and San
Diego State University.

TESTIMONY
From
"very productive" and said she
addressed the issues she wanted
during her remarks and when
questioned by the senators.
"What needed to be said as far
we're concerned was said," said
Skinner in a telephone interview
from Atlanta. "She certainly
communicated with the committee everything she felt was
critical to help them appreciate
and understand all the issues
surrounding climate change
and its potential impact on public health."
The deletions directed by the

SIMPSON

White House included details
on how many people might
be adversely affected because
of increased warming and the
scientific basis for some of the
CDC's analysis on what kinds
of diseases might be spread in
a warmer climate and rising
sea levels, according to one official who has seen the original
version.
Gerberding seems to have
tried to address some of those
issues during questioning from
senators.
Boxer produced a CDC chart
listing the broad range of health
problems that could emerge
from a significant temperature
increase and sea level rise

They include fatalities from
heat stress and heart failure,
increased injuries and deaths
from severe weather such as hurricanes: more respiratory problems from drought-driven air
pollution; an increase in waterborne diseases including cholera, and increases vector-borne
diseases including malaria and
hantavirus: and mental health
problems such as depression
;ind post-traumatic stress.
"These are the potential
things you can expect," replied
Gerberding when asked about
the items listed. "... In some of
these areas its not a question of
if, it's a question of who, what,
how and when."

'I think he's anxious

done today and what I'm going
to do," Alexander said as he
clutched a Bible outside court.
"I'm not here to help or hurt O.I.
Simpson. I'm only here to tell
the truth."
Alexander's lawyer, Robert
Dennis Rentzer, has declined to
say what testimony Alexander
would provide. He has also
expressed doubt t hat Cash more
knew whether Alexander was
armed.
Galanter said last week that
Simpson's position remains
that there were nogunsbrought
to the room and he did not tell
anyone to bring guns.
Las Vegas lustice of the Peace
loo M. Bonaventure will decide
following the preliminary hearing whether there is enough
evidence to hind the case
against the aging football star
and three co-defendants over
for trial. Clark County District
Court Judge Jackie Glass would
handle the trial.
Miley has characterized
Cashmore as a bit player and
Simpson as the "big fish" in the
botched robbery.
Lawyers for Stewart, 53, of
North Lis Vegas, McClinton, 49.
of Las Vegas, and F.hrlich, 5:i,
of Miami, did not immediately
respond yesterday to requests for
comment.

to get his story

From Page 8
attorney for making deals with
co-defendants to testify against
his client, and said he was looking forward to cross-examining
Alexander and Cash more.
"The district attorney's office
is giving away the courthouse in
order to make deals," Galanter
said. "Obviously, the district
attorney is looking to make a
case against O.J. Simpson and is
offering people incredible deals
in an effort to do that."
Testimony from Alexander
and Cashmore is expected to
bolster the prosecution's case
against Simpson and co-defendants Clarence "CJ." Stewart,
Michael McClinton and Charles
Bhrlich during a preliminary
hearing scheduled Nov. 8-9 in
l-as Vegas.
Those four men remain
charged with nine felonies and
one gross misdemeanor charge
of kidnapping, armed robbery,
assault with a deadly weapon
and conspiracy. A kidnapping
conviction alone could result in
a sentence of life in prison with
parole. Simpson faces an additional felony charge of coercion.
Cashmore's lawyer, Kdward
Miley, said Cashmore. 40, a

out there.
Edward Miley | Laywer

journeyman laborer, bartender and disc jockey, can testify
that Alexander and McClinton
brought guns to the Sept. 13
confrontation with two sports
memorabilia dealers at a Las
Vegas casino hotel room.
"I think he's anxious to get
his story out there," Miley
said outside the courthouse.
Cashmore said he was relieved,
but avoided other questions
from reporters.
Cashmore, from Las Vegas,
did not know Simpson before
he was asked to help carry
boxes from the room at the
Palace Station hotel, his
lawyer said.
Alexander, 46, a real estate
salesman and Simpson golfing
buddy from Mesa, Ariz., told
police Sept. 15 that Simpson
wanted armed men with him
when he confronted Bruce
Fromong and Alfred Beardsley
to retrieve items that Simpson
said belonged to him.
"I'm at peace with what I've

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
thejdigits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
Play Super Sudoku and win prizes al:
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Want to advertise in

THE BGNEWS,
call 419.372.2605

HOUSING

ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
SUNDAY OCT. 21ST- SATURDAY THE 27™
Stop by the Wellness Connection (170 Health Center)
to pick up your own alcohol poisoning informational magnet

ALCOHOL POISONING

2007
Where else can you get all of your housing
questions answered at one time!

SYMPTOMS
Person cannot be awakened.
Person has cold, clammy, pale or bluish skin.
Person has slow or irregular breathing.
Person is vomiting while passed out and does not wake up.

If any of these symptoms exist,
CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY!
If a friend is intoxicated, take ACTION:
Check for signs of alcohol poisoning.
Do not leave your friend alone.
Do not put your friend to bed to sleep it off.
Turn your friend on his/her side to prevent
choking in case of vomiting.
Remember it's "better to be safe than sorry"
so get your friend help! Call 911 immediately.
I PLEDGE
To make responsible decisions if I choose to drink.
To not drink and drive or allow my friends to drink and drive.

TALK TO
Rental Mgmt. Companies
Office of the Dean of Students
Office of Residence Life
Student Legal Services
Student Money Mgmt.
BG City Departments
Wood County Health Dept
Fair Housing Center

To watch out for my friends and their safety.
To call 911 if any indications of alcohol poisoning exist.
To not be angry if my friends seek help for me if I am in danger.

Wellness Connection & Coalition for BIG Choices
419.372.9355 or www.bgsu.edu/wellness
Adapted from BACCHUS and CHOICES

SPONSORED BY
Off-Campus
Student Services
Student Legal Services

CONTACT INFO
offcampus@bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/office
/sa/offcampus.

WORLD

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Turkish government urges
Iraq to move against rebels
By Hamza Handawi

tions by Iraqi officials in recent
days that the PKK's presence
in Iraq was restricted to inacmonths for this
cessible parts of northern Iraq
that could not be reached by
mechanism to bear authorities.
r. t. L . ■. jj j
"
Earlier,IraqiI-'oreignMinister
trUlt, DUt It did not... HoshyarZebari, himself a Kurd,
TayyipErdoqan|TutkishPnmeMinister said Iraq's central government
and authorities in its Kurdish
the Iraqi government to move.
autonomous region in the north
Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri would work together to deny the
al-Maliki ordered the offices of rebels freedom of movement,
the Kurdistan Workers' Party, funds'and representative officknown by its Turkish acronym es. He said a high-level political
PKK, closed, and said the gov- and military delegation would
ernment will "not allow it to travel soon to Turkey,
work on Iraqi territory."
Zebari insisted there was a
The statement from al-Maliki
See REBELS | Page 14
contradicted repeated asser-

"We waited 14

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Iraq's government, under growing pressure
to crack down on Kurdish rebels using the country's north
as a base for guerrilla attacks
in Turkey, ordered their offices
closed yesterday and promised
to curb their movements and
block their funds.
Turkish troops were massing
along the border, with military
helicopters airlifting commando units into the area overnight.
Earlier yesterday in London,
TUrkish Prime Minister Recep
Tayyip Erdogan warned that his
country cannot wait forever for

Mosul

Top ranian nuclear

airport
renovations

negotiator resigns
ByAliAkb,irD..roini

The Associated Press

By LAUREN FRAYER
The Associated Press

MOSUL, Iraq — A modern,
glass-topped tower glistens
through dust blowing across this
dilapidated Saddam Husseinera airfield, where commercial
planes haven't landed for nearly
15 years.
This December. U.S. and Iraqi
authorities plan to use thenewair
traffic control tower to guide jets
shuttling locals to Saudi Arabia
for the annual Muslim pilgrimage — jump-starting what they
hope will be regular commercial
air service to Mosul, Iraq's thirdlargest city.
The S13.2 million renovation
of Mosul's airport — including
the new tower and an enlarged,
refurbished passenger terminal
— was directed by the Ninevah
provincial council and funded by
See MOSUL | Page 14

Customized

TEHRAN, Iran — Iranian
President
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad may have
gained greater short-term
power with the resignation
of Iran's top nuclear negotiator, but the departure appears
to have further damaged the
president's standing among
many conservatives in the
Islamic republic.
Ali Larijani's surprise resignation over the weekend
has been widely interpreted
as a victory for Ahmadinejad
because it could lead Iran to
take an even tougher stance in
ongoing nuclear talks with the
West. Though a conservative,
Larijani was considered more
moderate than Ahmadinejad
within Iran's hardline camp,
and the two men had previously clashed on how to
approach the talks.
But Larijani's removal
could further undermine
Ahmadinejad in Iran. While
the Iranian president has
drawn tremendous worldwide
attention for his fiery rhetoric,
he has faced much criticism at
home, including by past supporters, who say he has failed
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Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
Studios, from $309
1 Bedrooms: tram $435

! 419-353-2277!
i

The eye makes
movements 50
times every second.
They are also
composed of
more than two
million working
parts.

ACCOMMODATIONS
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C/A, Pen I
On Site Laundry
Prime Entrance Petto
8kort Term Leases Avail
418-352-7881
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"Promised Land" author Abba
Talk incessantly
Passover feast
■ Britannia"
Costa __
Wipe out
Baby powder additive
Inarticulate grunts
Tries out
Entry in Washington's day-planner?
Have dinner
Badminton barrier
Feudal farmer
Unmannerly
Amusement
Localities

35 Window section

i
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Historic period
Tulip, e.g.
Baseball family name
-do-well
Inhumanly cruel
Fire up
Belly problem
Shindig
Small sofa
Upright
Spnnt
Noble family of
Ferrara
Take a breather
Leavening agent
Peruvian range
Flower holders
Crop up
Have a feeling
Rice liquor
Morocco's capital
Individual entity
Violent anger
"_ Tom's Cabin"
Nude
Actress Gilpin
Tibetan monk
One casting spells

QEDword
Soap substitute
Observe
Stage direction
Gaped
Simian
Grant's foe
Entry in Roosevelt's day-planner?
Geese in a group
Music of India
Composer Khachatuhan
Spicy sauce
Robert of "The Sopranos"
Hindu deity
Kingsley film
Rendered fat
Biographer of Henry James

36 Moon goddess
37 Entry in Churchhill's day-planner?
40 Latin 101 word

I,".

Paired
Word from a name
Alaska buyer
In flames
Cubist Fernand
Author of "The
Nazarene"
Predatory shorebird
John or Deborah
Seed coat
"The Lion King" lion
Abate
Saharan
Bathe
de mer
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Personals

Help Wanted

www.terror@lhewestwood.com
Haunted school Thursday college ID
S8 00 Rudolph, Ohio

Now hiring servers & cooks Apply in
person. 7am - 3pm, Tues. - Fri.
Bens Table 1021 S Main St BG

Personals

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now hiring servers & hostesses at tine
Japanese restaurant. Flex hrs. only
15 min Irom BG Apply in person
419-893-2290 465 W Dussel Dr
MaumeeOH

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
flic lid Ncw« will mil knowingly adept
advertisement* ihsl dlwrinilnalr. or
encourage diKUmlnailon agdin*i any
individual ot pOVp M llic IMMS nl i.n.v
M'I tutor, treed, religion, national origin.
wxu.il otlcniaiion, disability. MatlM .i« ■
..it-r.in or on the bull ol am other legally
protected siatu*
I lie 11* ■ Vvi\ HMrVM the right lodeihne.
tliMimliniit* in ICIINC an) .nlu-itiM*nieni
Midi ,»« those found 10 In defamatory
biking inlauii.tl KINIV misleading or fake
in nature. All .idwrii-emerHs ate whjcfl
to Milling and approval.

See RESIGNATION I Page 14

Did You Know.

►

FOR UP TO 350 GUESTS .

to improve Iran's economy
and unnecessarily worsened
the standoff with the West.
Even some in top echelons of
the clerical leadership headed by Iran's supreme leader,
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, have
expressed concern.
On Monday, 183 lawmakers, most of them conservatives, passed a measure praising Larijani's performance as
nuclear negotiator, a clear sign
of displeasure with his departure. A parliamentary group
wrote a letter of complaint to
Ahmadinejad for failing to
inform them of the resignation in advance or consult with
them on larijani's successor.
Saeed lalili, a little-known
deputy foreign minister for
European and American
affairs considered loyal to
Ahmadinejad, isthe new negotiator. Me, along with Larijani,
isdue to talk about the nuclear
program with the European
Union's foreign policy chief
yesterday in Rome.
Conservative lawmaker
lleshmatollah Ealahatpisheh
criticized the changes, saying
"the calamity of repeated dismissals and replacements has

Wednesday. October 24.200713

Wanted
2 female sublsrs. in Copper Beech
for Spring Semester Please contact
talc0n333@yahoo.com

Campus Events
BG Student Art Glass Association
hosts a fall fundraiser Come pick out
your lavorite pumpkin trom our glass
pumpkin patch. Or check out our
hand made glass ghosts, gourds,
skulls « more Oct 24-26. 29.30
10am ■ 6pm Front ol Union
MSA PRESENTS: ISLAMIC MOVIE
"Muhammad: The Legacy ol a
Prophet". Thursday, 1Q/25-6:O0pm
Union Theatre

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
All Draught Pints
Just S2 All Day
On Thursdays

For Rent
■■ Avail, now. Rooms S225 mo. 4
bdrm. free internet, cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Are your attributes HONESTY' DETAILS? ENERGETIC? DEPENDABLE? Locally owned Might Mouse
Maid cleaning business seeking females lor pt time work. S7 per hour
Availability btwn. 8am-noon. Mon
thru Fri. Call Cathleen 419-308-1595
Child care needed in our Perrysburg
home M. W. F, 8 15 - 5 15. Reliable
transp. S child care exp necessary
m.childcare@hotmail.com
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them, www AdCarClub com
House Cleaner Needed
10 hrs /wk Hours flexible
Call 372-7782
Now hiring dancers No experience
neoessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm
We have Mona Vie distributors making $10,000 per week Interested in
learning more? Visit our website at
www.mymonavie.com/moremoney or
meet with us at Days Inn, 1550 E
Wooster at 7pm, Thurs Oct 25,2007

08-09 school year listings avail.
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals com
S5 WEB/call 419-353-0325
1 bdrm apt across from campus
S350 a month + utilities. Available
Jan 4 419-897-5997
3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
A WONDERFUL house to share,
on campus! LOTS ol room. Nonsmoker. Pets & young children
most welcome. Fenced yard, garage, washer, dryer, 2 living
rooms, spacious kitchen, quiet,
convenient location, membership
to health club included! Come see
It, you won't be disappointed.
352-9999.
Available Second Semester
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740
Downtown apt. 2 bdrms w/ balcony
Available immediately S550 + util.
Call 419-494-4677
Furn. room, TV. freedom ol house.
W'D clean & quiet S300 mo S100
dep. No other bills 419-354-6117.
Larry.

lit 111 ill! i

ardens
Line the Walks at
VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
• Pet friendly!
• Heat Included!
• Patio & Private Entry!

From Only $490!
VAIIHTt SOU AM
AMIITMIrm

Emergencies: 911
BGSU Campus Police: 419-372-2346
BG City Police: 419-352-2571

>
1 PITtO

N

t

419-353-7715

BGSU Campus Police and Parking

HOUSES!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'08 - '09 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
CalU 19-352-9392
or www.rroboserentals.com
for current listing
These houses won*t
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
332-0717

•

445 F.. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412

•

www. greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™

WORLD
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RESIGNATION
From Page 13
become a policy in this government, a move thai not only lias
not brought any Improvements
hut also has damaged progress
both in the domestic and foreign
arenas."
I hi' U.S. and its allies accuse
Iran ol seeking to develop nuclc
arweapons, ihc United Nations
has ahead) imposed two rounds
of limited sanctions over Iran's
refusal to suspend enrichment,
and Washington is pressing lor
a third. Oil rich Iran says its program is for peaceful purposes
including generating electricity.
Lirijani hacked Iran's uranium
enrichment program, but favored
diplomacy to resolve the stand'
off. I le negotiated a deal with the
w.\. nudear watchdog agency to
explain outstanding questions
over the nuclear program.
On
the
other
hand.
Ahmadinejad has vowed not to
suspend uranium enrichment
even for a single minute and not
give up "one iota" ol lehran's
right to enrich uranium, a tech
nology that can he used to pro-

LariJani ^ad almost reached a deadlock in
working with the president. Both of them
had come to the conclusion that they could
not work together"
.' • id supporter
duce nuclear fuel or materials for

a bomb.
Mohammad Reza Bahonar,
a prominent conservative and
Ahmadinejad supporter, praised
Larijanl as an "outstanding figure," in an indirect criticism
of the president, and suggested Ahmadinejad had pushed
him out.
"Larijanl had almost reached
a deadlock in working with the

president Both of them had come
to the conclusion that the) could
not work together," several newspapers quoin I Bahonar as saying,
v muling to Bahonar, Larijanl
had tendered his resignation three
timesin the past but Ahmadinejad
accepted the resignation the
fourth time alter I arijani's
insistence.
Tile move also adds to questions over how much support

Ahmadincjadhasfrnmkhamenci.
Larijanl reported directly to

Khamenei who has final say in all
state issues, and his replacement
could not have occurred uiihout
Khamenei's consent.
Hut that consent may not necessarilybcasignofthcsupremclcad
er's barking for Ahmadinejad.

Someobservers said Khamenei,
who has been silent over the
changes, may be giv ing the president more leeway on the nuclear
dossier to be in a Ix-lter position to
reel him in if his |Milicies lead to a
new round ol U..Y sanctions.
"I arijani's replacement leaves
no pretext for Ahmadinejad to
justify his failures in the future.
His failures, despite Ix'ing given
a free hand, will only facilitate
his humiliating exit from Iranian
politics," political analyst llamid

Reza Shokouhi said.

MOSUL
From Page 13
the U.S. State Department.
Not only would the airport
allow Muslims to make the hajj
diattly from Mosul— avoiding
the often treacherous roads en
route to other airports in Baghdad
or Irbil — but it could also be
a boon to the local economy.
\l( isul lies 225 miles northwest of
Baghdad, halfway between Iraq's
seat of power arid prosperous,
business ventures in Kurdish territory to the north.
"You'll have a major hub for
transportation and everything
that brings — tourism and commerce." said Navy Cmdr. fay
Sebasiyn, deputy leader ot the
U.S. State Department's provincial reconstruction team
in Mosul.
Withabout2.7million residents.
Ninevah is Iraq's second-largest

province in area behind Anbar,
and second only to Baghdad in
population. Ninevah's parched,
rolling hills — crisscrossed by
the llgris River — are bounded
by Syria to the west, and Stretch
up to snowcapped mountains
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in Kurdish territory to the north
and east.
It is also the country's most
diverse, with dozens of ethnic and
religious minorities including the
ancient Yazidi sect. Homeland
of the biblical prophet |onah,
Ninevah contains many archaeological mins and some of the
oldest Christian monasteries in
the world — which officials hope
could eventually lure thousands
of foreign tourists each year.
The hajj flights have been a
priority for Mosul authorities
since last year, when 7.r>0 pilgrims
from the area woe stranded at
the nearest international airport
in Irbil, part of the autonomous
Kurdish region just north of
Mosul, and missed the annual
journey altogether.
I lajj flights are chartered and
paid for by the government, and
faithful win participation through
a lottery. This year's hajj is expected to take place in late December,
according to the Muslim lunar
calendar
last year, the Mosul pilgrims
had government pennits to leave
Iraq for the hajj. and il remains
unclear why they were blocked
from boarding planes.

REBELS
From Page 13
"resolve and insistence on the
part of the Iraqi government" to
cooperate with Turkey to resolve
the border issue "and deal with
the terrorism that Turkey is subjected to."
The mix of diplomatic and
military
activity
followed
Sunday's rebel ambush near the
Iraqi border that left 12 Turkish
soldiers dead, 16 wounded and
eight missing.
In • Washington,
David
Satterfield
—
the
State
Department's top Iraq adviser
— said leaders of the autonomous Kurdish area in northern
Iraq have been lax in pursuing

the rebels.
Until now, the United States
had focused its public comments
on Turkey, saying it should not
launch a military attack onto
Iraqi soil, and on the Iraqi central government in Baghdad,
saying that Iraq must act against
the rebels.
In his comments yesterday, Satterfield did not directly
call on the Kurdish Regional
Government to use military
force against the I'KK but said
the Kurds must cut off the PICK'S
movement and local means of

support.
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"I must tell you, and this is
DM anything which the Kurdish
leadership is not aware of from
our own voice, we are not
pleased with the lack of action."
Satterfield said.
Britain has backed the United
States in trying to keep Turkey
from crossing into Iraq to attack
Kurdish rebels based there. The
U.S. and others fear a Turkish
attack could lead to widespread
bloodshed in one of Iraq's few
relal ivcly peaceful areas.
But lurks are increasingly
frustrated with the deadly rebel
attacks.
"To this day, I have met the
Iraqi central government four
times. We have dwelled upon
these issues very carefully."
Erdogan said in London through
an interpreter We waited for 14
months for this mechanism to
bear fruit, but it did not, and we
cannot wail forever."
I rdogan said he would continue to consult with US-led forces
In Iraq and the central government "whether or not they have
some influence on the north."
hut added: "From this point for
ward we're also looking at the
military dimension."
In lurkcy. thousands gathered
for the funerals of the 12 soldiers
killed in the weekend ambush
and to protest. Around 50.000
people matched in the western city of Aydin, the stale-run
Anatolia news agency reported,
while some 10.000 gathered in
Keskin for a soldier's funeral.
"Our patience is running oui,"
said llhaii Keskes. a mourner at
one of the funerals, in Keskin.
"The government must do
something before the nation
explodes."
In Baghdad, Turkish Foreign
Minister All Babacun said rebel
attacks this month alone killed
•12 people. I le rejected any offer
of a cease-fire by the l'KK.
Cease-fires are "possible
between states and regular forces," Babacan said. "The problem
here is that we're dealing with a
terrorist organization."
The I'KK has called on Turkey
not to attack Iraq, claiming that
a unilateral rebel cease-fire
declared in lune was still in place
although it did not halt fighting.
"The position of the PKK is
that we have agreed to a ceasefire but when1 we are attacked
by the Turkish troops we will hit
back," rebel spokesman AbdulRahman al-Chadarchi told The
Associated Press.
He said the rebels were holding eight Turkish soldiers captive
and promised to treat them with
respect, although he said it was
"premature" to discuss conditions for their release.
"When they were attacking us,
they were our enemies but now
they are helpless captives whom
we willtakecareof," al-Chadarchi
said. "When the Turkish government asks for them, we can talk
about conditions."
Turkish officialssaid the search
was continuing for soldiers from
Sunday's attack and would not
comment on the rebels' claims.
Ifconfirmed, the seizure would
be the largest since 1995, when
guerrillas grabbed eight soldiers and took them to northern
Iraq before releasing them two
years later.
Iraqi President l.ilal Talabani,
also a Kurd, told reporters after
meeting with Babacan later that
his country had asked the PKK
to stop its military attacks or
leave the country. He made no
mention of the PKK cease-fire he
announced Monday.

